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,~Pll~ge:i~~fo~:- .One .. 'A~ and 
:.a··;lot:'l·.of_.:incomplet~si 
. - , ;' . . ' . . 
By BEN Z. HE~$F;RG _' • . 
Staff Writer ' ,- . ' · . 
' ; .~, -~ • ,. • 1 .• : ' • 
I , . • . ; 
' · Kentucky's leaders ill higher education 
met during three · months · last fall to 
. streamline and improve the state's money-
. short colleges and universities. · 
·' The result: one firm step into t_he un-
. known; a couple of half-hearted .steps on 
fanilliar, if rocky, ground; and many fail-
ures to take any steps at all. 
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable, who rep-
resented Gov. Brereton Jones on the com-
mission, could point to only one important 
. achievement by ilie "Higher Education Re- , 
view Commission - an agreement to base 
part of the · budget for state colleges and 
universities on their performance. 
"I would give the commission one 'A' 
and a bunch of incompletes," Hable said. 
The commission's marching orders were 
·· to find ways to streamline higher education 
so its available money could be used more 
wisely. . · _ · 
But the limited action leaves public col-
leges and universities on a financial diet 
too thin to make them stronger ll.fter sever-
al years of slo~ starvation, say such educa-
tion experts as Robert F. Sexton, executive · 
director of· the Prichard Committee for 
Academic Excellence. 
"On balance, it was a start,'' Sexton said. 
"But it didn't go terribly fur, and there 
were certain important areas, like intercol-
legiate athletics, that weren't discussed at 
all." 
Students who have followed the commis-
sion's work, like Christy Ames, the student 
president at the University of Louisville, 
say the group's inaction means the univer-
sities' budget problems continue. That 
means students will still have problems , 
getting the courses they want.and •classes, 
will still be too big, she said. 
Ames believes the politics of a group as 
large and diverse as the commission was 
sure-to prevent much action. . 
Her counterpart at the µDiversity of Ken- . 
lucky agreed. · · · 
: . "1 think _the governor had good inten-
tions," said Lance Dowdy, student presi-
. dent at UK. But with just three months to 
work and with people from each urtiversity 
• on !lie commission working to pro:·: 
' tect their own interests, it wasn't re- ; 
alistic · to expect much action; 
Dowdy said, · ·· · 
The governor formed the commis-
sion when . university presidents · 
asked for a chance to make reforms 
and save money through group ef-
fort rather than face a state budget 
cut last August. , · 
The . commission was made up 
primarily of university presidents, 
board chairmen and influential leg-
islators. The governor called it to-
gether Sept. 21 and asked it to make. 
recommendations by Dec. 21. 
. Like Hable;' outside experts poinf 
-to the· plan for budgeting based oli • 
university • ,performance ·· ~ ···the 
group's main achievement. Under· 
the commission plan, 3 percent of 
each school's budget in the, 1995-
1996 fiscal year will be · based on 
how well. it scores on performance 
measurements that include: - how : 
many students - remain in· school 
rather than · drop out; graduation 
rates and student and employer sat-
isfaction; quality of classes and pro- , 
fessors' preparation; research and 
service; and quality of campus man-
agement. 
"That -~eems to m_e _to be a -~~-i!!_ 
-ttie right direction," said AD. Al-
bright, a former president of North-
ern Kentucky and Morehead State 
universities, and a past chairman of 
the· Kentucky· l::ouncil. on Higher 
. Education. · · · -· · · . · 
The old staie budgeting process is .. 
based primarily oii enrollment, and 
· it never kept up with · growth, Al: 
bright said, . . _ ' 
Tying state funding · to perform-
ance should h_elp schools focus on 
improving their quality, Albright 
said. But scliool and state officials 
must think carefully about' how to 
define and measure. performance, . 
he warned. · 
Otherwise, he thinks the cominis- . 
sion made little progress. -
"There were quite. 'ii fl)W :of us 
who had high hopes the commis-
. sion would come . to grips with im-
portant problems," Albright said. 
"I didn't see that. I think it could 
have gone a lot better." ·. 
He was even disappointed in the 
· group's agreement to eliminate 203 
degree programs at state .schools. 
He doesn't believe those relatively 
painless cuts will.save much money, 
and he thinks many other expensive , 
programs are still offered by too , 
many schools. And the group didn't 
take on tough decisions about elimi-. 
nating popular programs, like jour-
nalism, duplicated now at five state 
universities, or the state's numerous 
agriculture and business degrees, 
where, i111portant _savings could ·.be 
.. made/ lie said; ·. : 
·:r · ••if seemir to me there must have 
'·been'i::oiisiderable turf protection," 
Albrigh(said.. . . : . . . . . 
. ' Hable · said that he realized the 
, commission would run into political 
battles, like !lie bitter fight over his 
suggestion to ·eliminate the UK den-
tal school. So he's pleased that the 
group agreed -to .freeze funding for' 
. dental · schools at current levels . 
· "I've been around government .and 
higher education long enough to 
know that progress comes at a 
snail's pace," Hable said. 
· .. , The governor also expressed dis-
. appointment when .he talked about 
higher edilcatioi:t in his -budget 
speech last week. · 
Kentucky "is too often satisfied 
with, too. much duplication and too 
much mediocrity" in higher educa-
tion; he said. "There is too much 
hand0wringing and too little 'forceful 
leadership." . 
His proposed budget will, in ef-
fect, force change on the schools by 
giving them only -2 and 3 percent , 
increases in .state funding in 1994 
and 1995 while not allowing them to 
increase tuition. That means the 
university presidents · and 'boards 
will have lo cut their OIVD budgets 
just to keep pace with inflation. 
If leadership vacuums continue, 
Sexton said, the risk "is contiliued, 
across-the-board deterioration." 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE HIGHER · · · · · . ' 
EDUCATION REVIEW COMMISSION . · · · . .. . · 
What the governor asked for In September 
1. Emphasize performance In funding decisions. . . 
' .. 1' • . 
· 2. Reduce duplication in degree programs: 
' . 
What the commission recommended In December: 
1. In 1995; 3 percent of the state's higher education 
money will be distributed based on the universities' 
scores in up to 27·measurements of quality and . 
student satisfaction. . · · : · 
2. Schools rewrote mission statements and agreed 
· lei eliminate or combine 203 underused or 
. duplicated programs. .' : 
· 3. Improve quality of state's dental, medical, law · · 3. Freezing state funding for UK and Uofl dental 
and engineering schools. The goal should be· · · · schools at current levels and providing money from 
training enough professionals for the state's needs ··-' savings to improve UK englnee[ing school. · i 
. - not providing a professional degree for: : -' • · • :· : · ·· . , , ·· ·· : ; · · • -, · · : · •. · · · 
everyone who wants one. · , ' ·· ' · · · " · · · 
4, Enroll only well-prepared students iri universities. 4. Forming a siudy group this year to develop.new 
and send others to community colleges. : . , . . . admission .standards for state schools. . . · •. 
5. Measure students' performance in college . r ·: 5. No recommendation, though three schools chose 
before letting them progress. · ·. ·. . · · . to include ·s1ude·n1 assessments in their . 
· · · · . . ; : .' perforrnilhce'.based fuBding calculations. 
6. Evaluate campus management and set 
efficiency goals. . : • • • . • ' · . ·- . 
· · l · • 6: No recommendation, though schools included · 
• · : · ... reviews of organizational structure in performance-
. based funding calculations; .- · 
7. Set expectations for how faculty use their time. 
8. Assess the effectiveness.of building and. 
equipment maintenance· ·· · · 
9. Improve .access to private colleges. 
1 o. Improve coordination by .strengthening the 
Council on Higher Education. 
,. 
7. No·recommendation, though most schools 
. Included hours spent on instruction In their 
. peformance;based funding calculations. 
. 8. No recomm~ndation. 
.9. No recommendation. 
1 o. No rec9mmendation. 
STAFF CHART BY JOANNE MESHEW . 
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■ OVC NOTEBOOK 
Looking .to transfer 
Adam McCormack, who was 
Morehead's starting quarterback 
during his freshman season last 
fall, soon will begin looking for 
another school, and Eagles Coach 
Cole Proctor will be looking for 
another QB. 
McCormack, who is attending 
Morehead during the S{lring semes• 
·ter, wiii k eiigible to piay· immecH:-
ately if he transfers to an NCAA 
school in Division l·A, II or III and 
to any NAIA school. He must sit 
out a year if he transfers to another 
!•AA school. 
"I'm biased," Proctor said, "but. 
I think a I-A school would be 
pleasantly surprised if they give 
him a shot." · 
McCormack reportedly was 
considering a transfer before MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin an-
nounced his intent to eliminate 
football scholarships at Morehead 
by 1998. · . 
Nationally ranked 
•· Morehead moved into fifth 
place for three-point field goals, 
according to the latest NCAA bas• 
ketball statistics .. 
The Eagles were averaging 8.9 
field goals a game from long range 
before making 11 at Eastern Ken• 
tucky Saturday. 
Morehead mourning 
After watching her son, Mark, 
score 14 points at Eastern, Sandy 
Majick returned to her Cortland, 
Ohio, home, where she died in her 
sleep Sunday. Her funeral will be 
Thursday. 
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Urdvet,sity•,,:presiderits:,warn:.,panel::.;1·;:'·_:.:-.,. 
that.:,_J OB;e$':[1puogeli?is·;ihsufficient'/'., ::d'. >, 
,.1,', •.• ·,;;•;~.r ~,,,;-;'j,,:.;,b,.~11.ot '.·>'~,;·,; , .. l•,i·.:.i:'",• r;,l~:J!~)., .)~~-.1'-l-''''•.I·.:' ·.~1.•.~·-~;, (· ,, -· i••\.:~--,·~ 
By RICHARD WILSO~:-:,"', ;;,,.- .• ~T; couldlmel!Jl limiting enrollnierit.• 1"/1.,.!,Wethingfon and other'pres1dents 
Staff Writer .. , ......... ::'• ., ._; ,; !,: : And Murray State ~sideilt Ron-• -urged the panel to ··~se Jo!les' . . , ·;, . >. _.:·.,:. •.•, .. ,\\,-:.aid Kurth questioned the wisdom of _spending recommendation for high-· 
FRANKFORT, Ky. ,.:, Two' stale ,:.Jones'. proposing to spend. millions · er education to the funding level 
· university presidents' said·yesterday , . on campus construction projects. "I . · proposed b:( the education· council:, 
that their schools may have to lay . have difficulty understanding , the a 3 percent mcrease next year and a. 
off employees or limit enrollment if , logic of that situation." • .•, .. , . 5 percent increase in 1995-96. 
Gov. Brereton Jones' proposed.. Most of th!! Pre!iidents 'testifying . They noted that many of ·their 
budget becomes-law. . • . '. .··:yesterday, oppose<! the prohibition budget problems were tied to fund-
And most of their colleagues'con-•r: on a tuition increase. "The lack of a.•, ing cuts in recent years. Swain said' 
tended that lbe . budget plan' would'' tuition increase is, again, just devas-. : the schools had already been forced· 
not meet -JiecesslllY expenses or"'tilting/' said i,Northern. Kentucky. to cut programs and personnel. 
provide competitive raises for.facul•' 1 University President Leon Boothe. . . "I'm at a loss·to know what more' 
ty:and staff, Jones' budget calls for•~Ji, The state Countjl on Higher Edu-'.· "'e could do. And yet there seems to 
a 2 percent·increase for unlversity"',cation sets tuition rates under cur- be an assumption that we could do 
operations next year and an addi~ ,1 rent law. Increases in ·recent years more, all of us. I think that's errone-
tiQrial 3 percent increase in 199~96,.,. have .partially offset state-ordered .. ous," he .said. · 
The presidents told members of a ; budget-trimming. · , , · , · During his' budget ·me'ssage last' 
House budget review subcommittee i .. University of Kentucky President , month, Jones said the presidents 
that the problem was compounded 1, Charles.Wethington told lawmakers might have to cut costs even more. 
because Jones would also prohibit, .. that having the legislature approve Morehead State University Presi-
any tuition increase in .1995-96 •. ', tuition would set a dangerous pre• dent Ron Eaglin told the lawmakers· 
''With no tuitiop increase hi the sec-: cedent. "My question is,, do you, . he was sure that tliey and his presi-
ond year, I cannot sa}' that layoffs' ' each two years, want us .to be· iq . dential colleagues all wanted a qual-
will not occur," said' Kentucky State" here ·battling' over the setting' of tu-.· ity education for all Kentuckians,: 
University President MIIIY Smith. ,;' ition for each'biennium?'Because I· "Butldowarnyou that we are very 
University of Louisville President:•, expect that's what's . likely to hap- · close, if not there already, of going . 
Donald.Swain .said Jon~sl,__ b11dge~;1,pent~e said,,,,, ~ .... , ... , 1 , ., 'l•• in the~?posite direction." .. _....,_ 
. ,lExlNG'!ON t-l~RAL0-1.EAJ)Ejl, lExiNGTON, KY, ■ FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4, ;1994 
■ HIGHER EDUCATION ..... ·. . ·- · . . .... ·-·- - · .· · · 
Presidefiffl:l\1peit{.;to1.~em 
to··· .. rejectJ.~::Jones'.tttdtiori.i::\,:freeze·.:,'. 
• ',. ;: . ':.·: _:_,. • .,. . , ./ ,,• '\ · . .-'·• 'i ; . ,·• ,.'.>'I, Lllrl. ,, - _•.: ,•, '•, i· ;, • • -. • 1•:••: 
.; ; : .: , '. . ·· ·.: ·" ev DoTTiE !:IEAN : .• · :,·;;, ,;.,1;:, .~., Smith 1f6liiigaied fo'W!to give·s· piirceriC ~he· said . 
• ;, ;:: ,' ·, _'~:: ·, H~lEADER ED~TION WRpcii:?; .j; u '.i,\'.'/:,,:.: ''KSU/asuJty sa1!111~ are l(t the.~o~mpf llieheap''. 
, .... f~RT_,-:-;;i;,\Vatning;that· Gov:, Breret9Jl,· m the;1~tate,.sh'l ~1d, and K~U. competes'with state 
Jones bµdg~t proposal,•could·.~a:v~. consequences ,as/!love~ei1t,for Jarutors,,S8£U!11r gu,ards andsecre!J!r-
severe as layoffs, a :roof cave-m ,md students being. •)es.,•, .. , ..... ,.., .. ,,. · · •, . , .. • .· , . ' . _. ' .• 
:hll'.ned away, uni.v~ity pr~identil"asked )egi~Ja\ol'll fi/'.iLi '.~'f' U qf,t;~~olies';, b#d!let;,~u1_c1,, ~fii'i: •~~ ;IJ 
.help yesterday. , , l.,,::,,, . .,_.; '"' ...... ' ';\'.;',,,,,.,. I''' i'.l'J\l,';\ ~,sf\1<J~n1:>,;iway fo~ltne,prst ~e,, s~ i:;a1d, /( l• 
i, , . They also respo11ded, to-Jones',:budget remarks, that,,;,,, .t• The pres1cjents agreeq on ~eekmg Jiudg~t mcreases 
,universities ,have n9~;',done,all :they· could 011 .. theit-;i>'!l!ld QPP9Sing __ tJie triition·freez~ btit J:,toke ~~ qii 
camP.U!ie5 t9 ·find· savmgs;I / \,., a :_ .;1:,~'_,,i, ,(· ,-:- rr;J.t) t,J i-. !'. ~~tru~~~lpro~~- 'i \• ~,.! ~.,f1ti h,;f1 h: _;_, 1•,;,,._:1. i,•{·1•·: '1__ 
,, , . '<I. cfon't · know.., what· ,more'(we· ',can : do;": 'said·.'· .. Noffiieni ~~ll!cky: ,'University ,I'resideiit' Leon· E. 
~niversiP' o_f Louisvjlle 1!~identDorlald swa~;i 1 ,<1/4BoQthe ,,~id hi~ 'catjlpus 'p~s .. r sciel!ce•.DllllcWJg;. 
, . ,Despite. cuts,, un1vers1ties I have held , the ;!me , qni'., Stuµepll! iife l>emg turned away from llClence cla~ 
·q\Jlllity, i;aid .~oreh~d.,State llni':'ersity ,;!='rel!identif ~,1!~)!1P,SP!lce is_.tigh(,,;,r ,,;;: ; ,'._._-";i:,,,, ·, ,,/,_,;,;;,:,> 
;~onald G. Eaghn. t'We are.very :close.,,. to going m the-,:',d,;. I .C!lulcj ~ creative and pqt clllSSeS m_storefronts, 
·1 'd' ecti" " ' .· · . ' · . ' .. b t r· 't ' ' · t . .. I bs ••·h· . 'cl ' " . oppos1 e. tr.• _on._., •~ti) ;(,.:,::.¾(l._'>,t: .. 'rth,, :1::/·.,c~i. ;:•jf:1 "··· .. ::~. /IlV~ S°.~'7-. ~ .J\ . e.,~ ,• .. ~~-~•1,;~/i' )~'<i•t,i•i· 
I, ,, The. 11res1dents ,askedilegisJa:tors: on ,the House):·.. Several presidents P'Jticize<l1Jones for, recommend;' 
: Budget Review G?1!11lli!t~ on Education to rejecl:Jo!les' _,:>ing' ,$81 ~i!li?n i,n boru:le<!, co11structi~n, proi~\ll, but 
pl~n to;,freeze•,tu)tion,.increases.and to;put,mor~1,1ntoii;~Plf1~~?1,~!lhqn m operating bµdge~ mcreases, _' ,•·. ;; 
:UDIV!!fSlly, operating budgets :than Jones has proposed.;:',; . ',WliilEf' libraries' -and /engineering(:progra1mH liave' 
• . : : The .presidents , want . legislative· .stippqit,; tot ,ir\l;i;lli~ir _Place,_ ~SU · ~ C!Jncerlied :,about., maintainjiig its 
.creases of 3 percent.and.5 percent,:ll!I recommended.by, ,.bwldmgs, SJDJth saJd · adding that one roof is about to 
the Council on Higher·Education • · •'. . · •·. ?;'' · ·· ·: · · .:' '·" .. , ·' · .. , · · · 
'' The 2 ~rcent and _3 ~cen(iricre:l~','.ln':J6hes-'1!~~w;fiiit~~A: wh~··~;c;;;f ;1;~c1'•i~i':'t~e':h~W·l 
budget w?uld, mean . un1vl!'81ty employ~ ,-would · get.;, share of new capital projects, praisef! several of Jones': 
smaller raises than the 5 percentJones,Ju\s,n!g,mmell~:· .,,. r~mmendations, particularly, $46 IJ\illion for· a ,l\ew · 
ed for other. state. emp!Qyees, they saJd. .; , .. . , ,, ,1 .. :! J1brary .. , : , ; . _ .. · . . , . , 1•• , i .. , ·, . , 1 _. ' ' "0rr l!illversity I,mPl?Yees _feel _they luive ;biieh\;: . Bµt Ii~'w~tJess' ~itive ~lxiuffci~l!Si'tecooilii;;.;dii-' 
unfa)rly singled out, said Umvers1ty of Kentucky , tiOils for UK to use $12 · million in revenues from• 
President Charles R. Wethington. , . :'· , . . .. 1 ,,' ', .. development· of Coldstream Research Park to under-· 
. At Kentucky State University, President Mary · write improvements at Pin Oak Fann. · · · ' .. . , . I: 
'.!· . MSU ARCHIVES 'll( 
r: Peb,1. /9'/'-/- 01/l-.?..;:t-3-:l-9 ! -------~...1..-i-~---1.1.~~~---, 
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Census data show lack of 
retention of black students 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Black and white Kentuckians are enter-
ing college at almost the same rates, but 
blacks are only half as likely to have 
graduated. 
More than one in three Kentuckians, 
black and white, ages 25 to 34, have 
attended college. However, only one in 15 
blacks who started college received a 
degree, compared to one in nine whites, 
according to census data released today. 
"That has been what we've been saying 
for over a dozen years," said the Rev. Louis 
Coleman, a Shelbyville civil rights activist. 
"African-American students will enter 
in September and leave in June, never to be 
heard from again." 
Reasons for lower black retention rates 
include underpreparedness for college, less 
available financial aid for blacks and . the 
academic and social environments on col-
lege campuses, say minority affairs special-
ists at Kentucky's public universities. 
But more attention is being paid to 
retaining minority students, they _said. 
The census figures, from the Kentucky 
State Data Center at the University of 
Louisville, "pretty well coincide with what 
we come across," said Howard Bailey at 
Western Kentucky University. 
"A number of African-Americans are 
getting enrolled, but are finding it difficult 
to cope with the system, get adjusted and 
financially sustain themselves," Bailey 
said. 
Much of the focus of retention has been 
on freshmen, he said, but attention is now 
being turned to what happens to black 
students between the sophomore and sen-
ior years. 
By that time, students who have sur-
vived their freshmen year may be border-
line academically, which causes them to 
lose their financial aid. 
Environmental factors play a part in 
black college dropout rates, minority offi-
cers said, particularly at the regional uni-
versities where it is sometimes hard to 
recruit and build up a "critical mass" of 
minority students who can give peer sup-
port. 
About 7 percent of the students at 
Kentucky's eight state universities are 
black, according to a report by the Council 
on Higher Education. That mirrors the 
percent of blacks in the state's population 
as a whole. 
At Morehead State University and oth-
er institutions in areas of smaller minority 
populations, blacks must be recruited from 
more urban areas and often from among 
students who have lower test scores and 
are from lower socio-economic back-
grounds, said Carlos Edwards, MSU's mi-
nority retention specialist. 
All of this works against retention. 
To counteract some of these forces, 
MSU has set up a program called GUSTO 
(Guiding Undergraduate Students Toward 
Opportunities). It links up minority fresh-
men or transfer students with faculty .who 
can act as advisers and "be a buddy and a 
resource for them," Edwards said. 
UK, which has some of the highest 
graduation and persistence rates for blacks 
in the state, has several programs to 
encourage minority student retention, said 
UK Chancellor Robert Hemenway. 
em Kentucky University say rising tuition 
rates and dwindling financial aid are 
playing a large part in minority dropouts. 
"I don't think there is any question that 
the decrease in financial aid and increase in 
the costs of attending college will have an 
adverse effect on all lower-income fam-
ilies," said Gus Ridgel, KSU's vice presi-
dent for administrative affairs. 
"What we are seeing is that finances 
are very difficult for some of our students, 
a lot of whom are first-generation college 
students whose families do not have the 
wherewithal to support them," said Delores 
Anderson, minority affairs specialist at 
Northern. 
One is a learning services center to NKU officials are hoping to increase the 
support academic progress for minorities. school's minority scholarships and grants, 
Advisers at Kentucky State University, she said, in an effort to retain more 
a traditionally black university, and North- students. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, February 4, 1994 
University liresidents ' 
criffclze·'·tm.tion·freez·e' 
- · ;, :;•·-.,,,,,·.,;.,_ .,., •. · ..... ~-T-.h.ere•-•~w-e;re. ·some compli-
.. ~ . ;,--.. ,.,-," ._., "-·""'~ -:,-:t< .. ,'V'"'0'"_,, __ 
By MARK R;'CHELLGREN' ·~,: .,.·; :men ts for construction 
'TH~.AssqCIATEp'piless :: ':f~ ' ;projects on their own cam-
_., """L·'Y-',";:., :;· ·:"-.;, .... • ~ _,,:J,' .,'; ·puses. 
FRANKFORT',- Univer- . : But Murray State University 
.sify.~pres ident'; .' warn :President Ronald Kurth won-
progress·•will falter/faculty. :dered why so much money 
and 'shifr, salaries'. wilflag ; was set aside for building new 
behind; facilities 'will· dete- . facilities and little for opera-
riorate and the promise of : tional funds for existing cam-
higher; education:,will.-_fade ;puses. "I have difficulty un-
for many_ if•,their ,budgets derstanding the logic of that 
fall. · · ·. ·· ·. , · ·· · · . ·· situation," Kurth said. 
The _ presidents -praised The presidents said Jones' 
parts of. °Gov. Brereton offer of a 2 percent general 
Jchi"es•·'irudgef'proposais, funding increase next year 
-particularly· the -new -con- and 3 percent the following 
--struction;- biit-saidlifmcist;ly year would not allow substan-
. Was bad ·news for higher ed' tial salary increases, much 
ucation: 1 • • .. , ' less the 5 percent Jones seeks 
.. There: was nearly , unani-\ for other state employees. 
mbus.'criticism. of·Jones' "I think it might mean we 
proposal mar tuition rateii transfer the costs ... to faculty 
be:frozeri. . ' - ' · ,· _ . · · and staff," Kurth said. 
, University of,:Kentucky University of Louisville 
'Pr. esident Charles Wethington President Donald Swain took 
issue with Jones and others 
warned of the political fallout who have complained that uni-
of that for lawmakers if they versities have been recklessly 
took tuition decisions away wasteful in their spending. 
from the Council on Higher Swain said universities 
Education. have cut programs and 
· "My question is, do you, chopped management to be-
each- two years, want us to be come leaner and more ef-
:in here battling'/" Wethington ficient. 
·said. "I'm at a.loss to know what 
· Northern Kentucky Univer- more we can do," Swain said. 
sity President Leon Boothe "We don't seem to get much 
:said his campus is especially credit for that." 
·dependent on tuition income. Swain raised the prospect 
"'The-lack of a tuition increase that Louisville would actually . 
·is, again, just devastating," have to limit enrollment in 
Boothe said. nrnor tn rnntrnl Msts. 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, February 6, 1994 The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
All-black colleges q· uestioned ;;;~r~~~tp 
. pohcy coming 
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Paducah plan_ 
for school of By SUSAN PHILLIPS CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY 
William Sutton, president 
of historically black Missis-
sippi Valley State University 
in Itta Bena, is a product of 
Howard University, one of 
the nation's top historically 
black institutions. 
He also attended Harvard 
University, the ultimate 
training ground for the white 
male power elite. · 
Before joining Mississippi 
Valley, Sutton was the first 
- and to date, the last -
black vice president at Kan-
sas State University. 
"I know what the black 
schools are doing, and I 
know what the white schools 
are doing," Sutton says. 
"There is a mindset in this 
country that what's black is 
bad, and what's white is 
good, but I can tell you there 
are some very weak white 
colleges,. and some very 
strong black ones. I'd like to 
know why, when it comes to 
desegregation, it always 
means black people have to 
go to white people's places .... 
Why shouldn't white people 
come to our school?" 
Mississippi Valley would 
be closed and its programs 
transferred to predominantly 
white Delta State University 
under a desegregation plan 
submitted to a federal court 
in October 1992 by the trust-
ees of the Mississippi state 
college system. 
The plan• also would merge · 
predominantly black Alcorn 
State with predominantly 
white Mississippi State, leav-
ing Jackson State as the only 
historically black campus in 
the system. 
There is substantial opposi-
tion to the trustees' proposal, 
but supporters are worried 
that whatever plan the court 
adopts will not do enough to 
protect the state's historically 
black schools. Arguments in 
the case are scheduled this 
month. 
Long a refuge from racism 
and a source of strength for 
the black community, histori-
cally black colleges and uni-
versities are entering an era 
in which their reasons for ex-
is ten c·e are increasingly 
called into question, both by 
their prospective clients and 
the wider academic and po-
litical world. · 
Louisiana, like Mississippi,' 
is struggling to come up with 
desegregation plan for its 
state system, where histori-
cally black campuses also 
have been targeted for merger 
under some proposals. Other 
• 
states are grappling over the 
public-policy implications of 
using taxpayer dollars to sup-
port. what are essentially ra-
cially segregated institutions. 
Mean while, private in-
stitutions such as Howard 
have seen enrollments stag-
nate after a burst of student 
interest in the mid-1980s. 
While black enrollments at 
majority-white colleges rose 
_7.8 percent from 1990 to 1991, 
the increase at historically 
black colleges was only 3.1 
percent, mostly at less-
expensive public institutions, 
according to the American 
Council on Education. 
One thing historically black 
institutions have going for 
them is considerable political 
clout. From outgoing Virginia 
Gov. Douglas Wilder (Howard 
law) to Congressional Black 
Caucus leader Kweisi Mfume, 
D-Md. (Maryland's· Morgan 
State), their graduates are 
strategically placed within 
the political power structure. 
Supporters argue that these. 
institutions have proven 
themselves to be much better 
at nurturing black students 
who are acade_mically or sci-
cially unprepared for the 
competition and racial ten-
sions they would encounter at 
majority-white schools. · 
They also argue that ineq-
uitable funding patterns have WASHINGTON - The 
made it impossible for public U.S. Department of 
black colleges to build them- Education plans to issue a 
. selves into first-rate in- policy soon on college and 
stitutions, and that the fairest university scholarships 
solution is to give them the based on a student's race or 
resources to do so. status as a minority, a 
Eddie Williams, president 
of the Joint Center for Politi-
cal and Economic Studies, 
which researches issues of 
special interest to blacks, re-
cently suggested a · strategy 
that would include closing 
some black colleges in order 
' to direct resources to the im-
provement of those that re-
main; raising academic stand-
ards; converting some black· 
colleges into community edu, 
cation centers offering non-
traditional, adult and can-· 
tinuing education programs; 
and accepting a greater white 
presence, both among stu-
dents and faculty, at historh 
cally black schools. 
Sutton says Mississippi 
Valley ·has about a half-dozen 
white· students this year out 
of 2,329, and he'd be happy to 
see more. "We're not anxious 
to stay as. a black schooL 
That's our history, but it 
doesn't need to be our future. 
We're willing. to accept white 
people. I just want to know 
why desegregation always 
seems to go in one direction." 
spokeswoman said 
Saturday. 
"We have not completed 
the review," said Katherine 
Kahler, a department 
spokeswoman. 
The Boston Globe 
reported in Saturday's 
editions that the 
department has decided 
there is no legal reason to 
-prevent colleges and 
uniyersities from awarding 
min'ority scholarships. 
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. Wom~n ,getting 
•more- education . 
;) · Kentucky-women are be- ' 
:coming ,better educated than' 
: Kentucky' men at all levels, 
• according: to ap iffi3lysis of 
1990: CenstIB. dat;i · · released 
today.:. , · 
, _ For people .betw~ 18 
land 24,yearli,!Jld, .4 percent· 
i of;womeri: had a gr;iduate or , 
: P\-ofes,si?n,al . { degr~" com- ' 
pared· to .3 percent,of Ken-
tucky.men: In that same"age·· 
group, 5.7 percent· of ~en-
: fucky · WOII)~n·, ~d. a, bache-· 
, !or's degree compared to 42 
percent of Kentucky men. . , 
·,. t., And 3?,9 per~t qf ~oip' ' 
,e11.that age had some:college: 
.but no•.four-year degree, coril-
,pared to 30.8 percent of men. 
. , • • HERALD-I.EADER STAFF REPORT :, 
• • eng1neer1ng 
takes a hit 
By JAMES MALONE 
Staff Writer 
MURRAY, Ky. - In a move that 
appears destined to ignite a contro-
versy in Paducah, Murray State Uni-
versity's regents passed a resolution 
yesterday asking the General As-
sembly not to fund a proposed 
$30 million four-year engineering 
school at Paducah Community Col-
lege. 
Paducah backers of the proposed 
Kentucky Polytechnic Institute have 
already secured pledges of more 
than $1 million to help finance the 
school, and they have announced 
that its tentative opening date is 
1996. 
Gov. Brereton Jones has pledged 
state aid if $4 million could be 
raised locally in tbe next two years. 
Louisville lawyer and Murray 
State regent Philip Lanier has asked 
supporters of the PCC engineering 
school to join Murray State in a 
common effort to provide engineer-
ing education in the region. Murray 
State, using proposed links to the 
University of Louisville, could offer 
an engineering degree at less cost to 
taxpayers, he said . 
Lanier said he made the motion 
because the Paducah proposal 
"seemed to be an example of un-
necessary duplication." 
But supporters of the Paducah en-
gineering school contend that it 
would stimulate growth and devel-
opment and supply engineers to 
chemical plants and the uranium-
enrichment industry in the area. 
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Slow going 
Effort 
to reduce 
dropout 
rate stalls 
By NINA WALFOORT 
Staff Writer 
You mighf say Barbara Herald 
got things 'turned around. 
At I 4, all she wanted was to get 
married. 
Now, at 26, all she wants is a 
high sc)lool diploma. 
Herald, who has four children 
and lives in Owsley County, ex-
pects to get her GED - general 
educational development certifi-
cate, equivalent to a high school 
diploma - later this month. She 
has spent two years studying the 
high school subjects she aban-
doned in ninth grade. 
She will no longer be one of the 
statistics that made Kentucky the 
dropout capital of America in 
1980, and that's the kind of turn-
around that will be needed if Ken-
tucky is to improve its reputation 
and economic well-being, said 
Ron Crouch, director of the Ken-
tucky State Data Center at the 
University of Louisville. 
In 1980 Kentucky ranked 50th 
in the nation for high school 
graduates and sneaked up one 
notch - beating out Mississippi 
- when the 1990 census came 
out. 
But Crouch's new analysis of 
1990 census data indicates that 
the state's apparent progress can 
be attributed as much to the death 
of undereducated old people as to 
educational attainment by young 
people. 
His study shows that a, third of 
the state's adults didn't graduate 
from high school. That can be seen 
as good news, Crouch said, when 
compared with 1980, when 44 per-
cent of adults didn't have a diploma. 
But the bad news is that_the pro-
portion of high school graduates is 
not increasing in younger age 
groups, as it should be. "We've 
stalled out in the 1980s - that's 
what the data tells me," he said. 
Using newly released census !11· 
formation, Crouch came up with 
figures for educational attainment 
by age group. Sixty-nine percent ~f 
adults 75 and older don't have a di-
ploma. That •percentage drops sig-
nificantly with each age group untjl 
the 25-to-34 segment, when 21 per-
cent - one in five - didn't finish 
high school. 
"The system was working very 
badly if we're throwing out one-fifth 
of our kids," he said. 
Jim Parks, press secretruy in the 
Kentucky Department of Education, 
said the state recognizes that . too 
many high school students aren't 
finishing. 
The state's figures - which meas-
ure the percentage of ninth-grade 
students who graduate - .show a 
gain from 63 percent in 1981 to 69 
percent in 1992. "That's not exactly 
a real accelerated rate," he said. 
The Kentucky Education Reform 
Act of 1990 was designed to im-
prove student retention, Parks said. 
He said he expects post-KERA drop-
out rates to improve. 
The state also has recognized the 
problem of undereducated adults by 
forming the Workforce Develop-
ment Cabinet in 1990, said Teresa 
Suter, commissioner of that cabi-
net's Department of Adult Educa-
tion and Literacy. Her goal is to . 
move adult education out of the 
.... ,.h,...,...1~ .,nrt int11 th" wnrknl:;.rP. 
r------------------~----------~ 
MANY ADULTS LACK 
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA 
MAP SHOWS PERCENTAGE OF 
ADULTS WHO LACK A HIGH SCHOOL 
DIPLOMA OR GED. 
□ 19 -300/o 
1 ,1 a1-4o% 
1,,3 41 - 50% 
• 51-62% 
Crouch acknowledges that his 
data predate school reform. But he 
said that to go along with KERA re-
forms, schools should develop a 
more effective way to count their 
dropouts. Many schools use figures 
that don't reflect what's really hap-
pening. "We underreported dropout 
rates dramatically," he said. (Many 
school systems have figured their 
dropout rate only on the number of 
students lost in a single year, rather 
than each year those students 
would have been in school.) 
Crouch's study points to predict-
able geographic trends and some 
surprising demographic trends. For · 
instance: 
■ As expected, counties in East-
ern Kentucky have the smallest pro-
portion of educated adults. ,In many 
of those counties, more than half 
the adults had not finished high 
school. Owsley County, where 62 
percent of adults didn't finish high 
school, has the smallest percentage 
of high school graduates. 
Source: Kentucky State Data Cenler 
■ In general, urban areas did bet-
ter than rural areas. Fayette County 
had the highest attainment - four 
of five adults .had at least a high. 
school diploma or GED. 
■ Blacks have slightly lower edu-
cational attainment than whites. 
Statewide; 34 percent of whites did 
not finished high school, compared 
with 37 percent of blacks. 
However, in some rural counties, 
younger blacks are quickly outstrip-
ping whites educationally. In Harlan 
County, for instance, 38 percent of 
whites ages 25 to 34 did not finish 
high school, compared with just 11 
percent of blacks. 
Some counties - such as Adair -
show radical disparities in the other 
direction. Seventy-seven percent of 
that county's relatively small nwn-
ber of blacks ages 25 to 34 did not 
finish, compared with 39 percent of 
whites. 
■ Females are more likely to fin-
ish high school and attend college 
• 
than males. Only 19 percent of the 
, women _in the 25-34 age group did 
not finish high school, but 23 per-
cent of the men in that age group 
dropped out. That trend is especial-
ly true in rural areas. 
1 Dropping out of high school has• 
consequences for the individual and 
for society. · 
Today's economy is generating 
fewer blue-collar jobs and more 
jobs that demand literacy and the 
ability, to learn new skills. 
"The skills that were necessary to 
be employed were manual; they 
weren't 'smart' jobs," said Suter, 
the adult-education commissioner, 
"Now they involve more thinking, 
more technical knowledge." 
Naomi Coleman, 43, found she 
needed a diploma when she went 
looking for a job last fall. Though 
she had worked in an office for 16 
years, all the listings she pulled up 
STAFF ILLUSTRATIONS BY STEVE DURBIN 
in the computer at the unemploy-
ment office required 12 years of 
education. She has II. 
"I got disgusted," she said. 
More important, she got busy -
and received her GED last week. 
"I can feel better about myself 
now," she said. 111 won't have to 
take a restaurant or a factory job." 
j 
I 
KENTUCKY'S 
EDUCATION 
Chart shows percentage of 
Kentucky adults in each age 
group in 1990 and their 
educational levels. 
DID NOT FINISH 
HIGH SCHOOL 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-59 
61Hi4 
65-74 
75+ 
TOTAL 
SOME COLLEGE 
25-341-,-_-,1 26% 
·35-44 ·: 25% 
45-54 
55-59 
61Hi4 
65-74" 
75+ 
TOTAL 
COLLEGE GRADUATE. 
25-3 
3 
45-5 
55-5 
61Hi • 
65-7 
75+ 
TOTAL 
Numbers rounded off. 
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State universitie$ get NASA grant.": 
Kentucky researchers have won a $1.5.QliJlion, ihi'ee-yeacpt 
from the National Aeronautics and Space Admini_su-ation. · · ·: 
About 30 researchers from the University of Louisville, the-Uni-
versity of Kentucky and Eastern ,and Western Kentucky universi-
ties will share the money from the NASA.Experimental Program 
to Stimulate Competitive Research. The money_goeS'lo statest!J.at 
historically have won little federal research· alii:I · development 
funding. ·· ,,-:: .. :,· . .. . . :,· 
Donna Hall, director of communicati<ins''for the; Kentu&y·:sct-
ence and Technology Council, said a federal study:ranked Ken:-
tucky 50th among states in the amount- oUederaI-research,and: 
development money it received·-in 1992. · ·• " :' :" , . ','.".i 
The state universities' projects include: deyeloping .cheriUcal: 
sensors to monitor contaminants in space•.statio~;· computer-\m.-; 
age processing to let robots.work independently;.~tudies iii !lie: 
behavior of materials; and the spread of·fires .in 'l.~ gravity;·_: · _ 
MSU ARCHIVES 
-~ - ) 
MSU Clip Sheet· 
A sampl.lnc of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
INSTIMIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSllY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
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They also are asking the legis-
lature to increase Jones' recommen-
dations for their operating budgets 
from 2 percent and 3 percent dur-
ing the biennium to 3 percent and 
5 percent. 
■ HIGHER EDUCATION 
Jones' proposal 
to freeze tuition 
gains opposition 
Several senators on the budget 
panel also launched restrained at-
tacks on Jones' recommendations to 
finance the UK library project and 
enhance its engineering school, two 
of the more expensive items in the 
higher education budget. 
Sen. Dan Kelly, R-Springfield 
questioned whether the stat~ 
should be helping to build an 
expensive library when the signs 
see~ to point to more storage and 
retrieval of electronic information. 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERAL!J-LEADER EDUCATION WRITE'." 
FRANKFORT - Unive1 sity 
presidents found sympathy from a 
Senate budget panel yesterday for 
their opposition to a tuition freeze 
proposed by Gov. Brereton Jones. 
"There seems to be a consensus 
that the tuition policy is kind of · 
misguided," said state Sen. Michael 
R. Moloney, D-Lexington, chairman 
of the Appropriations and Revenue 
Committee. 
"It was probably a pretty good 
applause line for his 0ones') 
speech, but is not very realistic." 
Moloney said the freeze might 
put Jones' budget in conflict with 
state law, which requires the Coun-
cil on Higher Education to set 
tuition. 
Other members of the Appro-
priations and Revenue Committee 
also had doubts about the proposed 
freeze. 
"My initial reaction is we ought 
not do that," said Senate President 
Pro Tern Charles Berger, D-Harlan. 
"If tuition were frozen, your 
tight situation would be much 
tighter," Sen. Nick Kafoglis, D-
Bowling Green, told the presidents. 
But Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D-
Hindman, said raising tuition "is 
probably the worst possible way to 
get money in higher education. 
"l for one think we charge 
enough tuition; we ought to ban 
raising tuition to college students." 
In his budget address last 
month, Jones recommended that 
there be no additional increase in 
tuition over the 1994--96 biennium, 
other than that approved in the fall 
by the council. 
That increase will be in effect 
this fall and will raise tuition by 
11.2 percent at the University of 
Kentucky and the University of 
Louisville; by 5.3 percent at each of 
the six regional universities; and 
by 14.3 percent at the community 
colleges. 
. The increases were approved, 
m part, to compensate for the 
$82 million that universities have 
lost to budget cuts since 1991-92. 
Kentucky also has been caught up 
in tuition escalation, because tu-
itions in other states have also 
risen. 
Kentucky tuition has gone up 
every year since 1981-82, but by 
mostly much smaller percentages. 
Next year's tuition increase, howev-
er, comes on top of 1993-94 in-
creases of 16.7 percent at UK and 
U of L; 11.9 percent at the regional 
universities; and 20 percent at thJ 
community colleges. 
Moloney, a strong supporter of 
UK and its library plan, defended 
the project, saying it would contain 
many high-tech enhancements. 
On the engineering school, Sen. 
The university presidents have 
predicted severe problems on their 
campuses - ranging from roof 
cave-ins to layoffs to turning stu-
dents away - if the freeze is 
allowed to remain in the budget. 
Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, said it 
made more sense to divide the 
money available for enhancement 
between the UK engineering school 
and U of L's Speed School of Engi-
neering. 
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UK projects 
are left short, 
Moloney says 
FRANKFORT - Gov. 
Brereton Jones' budget propos-
al has left the University of 
Kentucky with an unusual 
funding dilemma: 
How do you pay for $33 
million in projects with 
$80,000 in revenue? 
"That dog won't hunt " 
quipped state Sen. Michael R. 
Moloney, D-Lexington, chair-
man of the Senate Appropria-
tions and Revenue Committee. 
In his budget recommenda-
tion last month, Jones gave UK 
authorization to spend up to 
$20 million on improvements 
to Pin Oak Farm in Woodford 
County and up to $12.8 million 
for an Agriculture 2000 initia-
tive. 
Jones provided no money 
in the budget though, instead 
saying that UK could use reve-
nue from its Coldstream Re-
search Park for the pr,ojects. 
But UK c- -ently receives 
?nly $80,000 t. .:86,000 a year 
m Coldstream revenue, and it 
will take at least that much to 
prepare another lot in the re-
search park to lease o its next 
tenant, UK Preside, 1t Charles 
R. Wethington said. 
Thus, nothing of signifi-
cance is likely to happen at Pin 
Oak or on Agriculture 2000 for 
the next two years, Wething-
ton said. · 
"The thing that concerns 
me is this is a promise that has 
~n made to the agricultural 
mdustry," Moloney said. "It's 
kind of a phoney promise, isn't 
it?" 
. ~~loney said the proposal 
ts s1m1lar to the entire budget 
proposed by Jones. 
"The funding of this budg-
et is conditioned upon passage 
of about $400 million of reve-
nue-raising measures. 
"It's a whole lot like draw-
ing to an inside straight and 
the odds aren't real good." 
- DomE BfAN 
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.Governor's proposal 
to freeze tuition will 
die, _legislators. say 
Chart shows tuition rates over the last 1 O years at state 
universities and colleges. Figures are per sef!lester for 
full-time, in-state undergraduates and d? not m9lude_ l!lxtra 
fees, such as student activity fees. Regional urnvers1t1es 
. are: Western Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Northern . g 
Kentucky, Morehead State, Kentucky State and m 
Murray State. · 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer ■ Proposed engineering school In Paducah In trouble. Page B 3 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Lance 
Dowdy was elated last month when· ings. 
Gov. Brere\on Jones proposed a · The university presidents were 
freeze on college tuition for two members of the Jones-appointed 
years. Governor's Higher Education Re-
I 
"Someone has finally heard us,'' view Commission; which in Decem-
sald Dowdy, student government ber proposed eliminating 203 pro-
president at the University of Ken- grams at their schools. · 
:~~J~~:J!e~~:utb~c::n: is~~ !:~.\~~e~, ti~e f~~!: ·,·,•.·•·· '•'.'UK. ·· .. coM· _MU ..H ... 1 ..T. Y:r.,, ... c ... o._ .... ~.•. £_;6_J .. : 5 ... ·.•.•:.,.l_·,· .•b,•··· , increases of recent years, he said. of another tuition increase. Jones' . , 
!!~~E£~~I;~~f!. l~{:~~~;:::~:::: ·· i,,,?>+:il.l~I~,f 1 )ItlJt~i~]t:itG:jt:~G 
1993 · budget. --~-------~ would seldom be 1985 1986 1987 · 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
"It would be approved "even STA,F CHART av STEVE 
my judgment Asked why he if they were .:__ ---- -- ----
that (the provi- proposed a needed," Long 
sion) will come tuition freeze In said. ''Also, state cuts in university budgets in 
out of the budg- that's just · put- recent years. While council officials 
et," Sen. Mike the budget if he ting an unneces- deny that the two issues are related, 
Moloney, the disagreed with sary fight over higlier tuition has become the main 
Senate's budget it,. Gov. Jones here (in the leg- source of compensating for the cuts; 
chief, said yes- said•. "I was· islature) that we which totaled $82 miHion in the past 
terday. really don't · four years. During tlie past decade, · 
Rep. Marshall sending a . need," he added. the portion of university budgets 
Long, Moloney's message • • • Both Long and supported by tuition has risen from 
counterpart in that I was not Moloney said -20 percent to 29 percent. 
the House the Current sys Before Moloney's committee yes-
agreed. ' satisfied with tern, with th~ terday, University of Louisville 
"I don't think the work of the council basing President Donald swain contended 
anybody. who university tuition on simi- that liis university cannot manage · 
thinks on it very ■ f tar rates in sur- under Jones' tight budget proposal 
long thinks that presidents · 0 · rounding states for 1995-96 without raising tuition. · 
the legislature, trying to and Kentucky's "The .tuition policy should not, in 
or the governor, eliminate waste per-capita in- my opinion, be used to put.a further: 
ought to be in and duplication." . come, works budgetary_ restriction on higher edu- · 
the business of '-----------_. well. cation,'' he said. "I'll simply ~'i at: 
setting tuition," 7 "I .think the University of Louisville, we will, 
Long said. they've, made have a very hard time living .~th• 
Jones himself said .later yesterday pretty legitimate decisions over the the 2 percent · and 3 percent and , 
that he wasn't surprised - and that years," Long said. · then no tuition increase at all in the : 
he agreed with the decision to re- The most recent pleas for remov- second year of the biennium.",,,. 
1 move the freeze from the budget. ing Jones' freeze came yesterday, Jones' budget recommends givtng. 
· "Quite frankly, I think it's bad when most university presidents the universities annual operating'.in-
public policy to make those deci- told Moloney's committee that they creases of 2 percent and 3 pei'cl)nt 
sions (about tuition) in the budget. thought the council should keep set- in the two years, or some $17·l!lil· 
They should be made by the Coun- ting the rates. lion less. than the council proposed •. 
cil on Higher Education;'' he said. While they didn't say that remov- Gary Cox, the council's executive 
Under state law, the council. sets ing the ban would · guarantee an- director, told the committee that the 
tuition rates, It already has ap- other tuition increase in 1995-96, schools will realize another $23 mil-' 
pro~ed an increase for next year. A· ~everal _presidents have contended lion in 1994-95 from the tuitioil"in•.' 
provision in Jones' proposed budget that Jones' proposed budget for that crease already approved. · _ 
would prohibit another increase· in year will _barely meet their expected Cox said later yesterday' he ·was 
1995-96. expenses and provide only minimal uncertain what the council would\ 
Asked why he· put the ban in the . raises for faculty and staff. do if the freeze on tuition is :re- . 
budget if he disagreed with -it, the The tuition increases f<>r under- moved from Jones' budget. · 
, governor said: graduates that the council has al-
"I was sending a message to the ready set for the 1994-95 school 
public, as well asto the universities, year range from 5.3 percent per se-
that I was not satisfied with the mester at the regional universities 
work of the university presidents of to 14.3 percent at the University of 
trying to eliminate waste and• dupli- •Kentucky community colleges. 
cation .. And in an all-out effortto do Those come on top of increases the 
that, it was totally wrong to expect' previous year ranging from nearly 
the students to have to pay more be- 12 percent for regional universities 
cause of (the presidents') unwilling- to 20 percent for community col-
ness to make some tough deci- leges. · 
sions." Students have complained that 
Jones said that he thinks the mes- they are bearing the burden for 
sage has gotten through and· that 
the universities know they must 
continue streamlining their offer-
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Paducah's hope 
for engineering 
runs into flak 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. _:__ Gov. Brel'I;• 
ton Jones' proposal to expand engi-
neering education in Paducah 
through the University of_ Ken-• 
tucky's community college there ran 
into trouble yesterday in a budget 
hearing. · 
Jones' plan allots $1 . million for 
the . project duri_n~ 1~94-96. ~K 
would raise $1 mlihon m matching 
funds. And the state would provide 
$2 million more if it was matched 
with local funding. . . 
The objections arose after Mi-
chael Moloney, chairman of the 
Senate's Appropriations and Rev-
enue Committee, inquired about the 
state Council on Higher Educatio!1's 
position on the issue, 'file executive 
director of the council, Gary Cox, 
said it, had taken no position be-
cause it had not been asked to re-
view the project. 
Moloney, D-Lexington, said that 
the proposal was ta~tam~unt to be-
ginning a new engineenng school 
and that he was surprised the coun-
cil had taken no position. Sen. Wal-
ter Baker, R-Glasgow, agreed_. . 
UK President Charles Wethington 
told the committee that the propo~al 
originated not with UK but with 
Paducah business leaders who h_ad 
dealt directly with the Jo!1es admi!1· 
istration on it. But Wethmgton said 
that if engineering education was 
offered in the Paducah area, UK 
should offer it. · 
Murray .State University's regents· 
passed a resolution last weekend 
urging the General Assembly not to · 
fund the proposal. . 
Under continued prodding by Mo-
loney Cox said the council would 
revie~ the Paducah proposal at its 
Feb. 28 meeting and make a re~om- ; 
mendation to the Senate corrumttee. 
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Eight lawmakers 
sitting_.out UK 
basketball season 
BY ERIC GREGORY 
AND JACK BRAMMER 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITERS 
FRANKFORT - They have 
been bones of contention in di-
vorce cases, handed down in wills 
and considered almost as valu-
able as Fort Knox. 
But eight of Kentucky's 138 
legislators have declined plopping 
down $480 for two lower-level 
season tickets to attend Universi-
ty of Kentucky basketball games: 
· Doesn't · every legislator's 
blood run blue? 
Most Wildcat fans would 
scoop up the ducats in a heart-
beat, especially for the opportuni-
ty to be guaranteed a sea\ for 
games like tonight's showdown 
between No. 3 Arkansas and No. 
4 Kentucky. 
' . 
. Besides the lawmakers, only 
eight UK season-ticket holders did 
not renew their subscriptions this 
year, said university spokesman 
Ralph Derickson. 
About 5,000 people sent in re-
quests for those spots. Rupp Arena 
seats nearly 24,000. 
Until 1992, each legislator got 
two free season tickets to UK 
games. Then came a federal inves-
tigation into the.General Assembly 
and all sorts of questions about 
legislative ethics. 
UK changed its policy on free-
bies. Public officials of · all stripes 
. --,- except the governor - were 
given lop priority for the tickets, 
but they had to pay for them. The 
governor still gets eight compli-
mentary 'passes. · . 
The policy change did not af-
fect the prime seating for lawmak-
ers or push other ticket holders into 
the nosebleed section. ,\s always, 
they sit in Section 11, which is 
directly across the court from the 
far end of the UK bench. 
So who are the eight lawmak-
ers redshirting ·this season? 
. Actually, two are former law-
makers: Mike Ward, a former rep-
resentative from Louisville, and 
David LeMaster, a longtime sena-
tor from Paintsville. 
Ward did not return to the 
legislature this year in order to run 
for Congress. But that's not the 
reason the University of Louisville 
fan passed on the tickets. . 
"I'm just fn,igal," he dead-
panned .. 
LeMaster resigned from the 
Senate last month after being sen-
tenced to a year in prison for lying 
to the FBI. His demise was part of 
the federal investigation into state 
government cormption. 
He didn't return phone calls 
about the tickets. 
The other six gave a roster of 
reasons. 
Rep. Dave Stengel, D-Louisville, 
1994 
went to UK in the mid-1960s. 
Fraternities ·dominated the school, 
he said, but Stengel did not join 
one. At UK ·football games, greeks 
sometimes got drunk and harassed 
hirri and his · girlfriend. "It got 
ridiculous," he said. Once, "I hit as 
many as I could before the cops got 
there. It turned me against UK 
sports .. 
"UK gave me a great education, 
but every time I got near a sporting 
event, I found myself grinding my 
teeth." 
Sen. Jeff· Green, D-Mayfield, 
said he did not buy the tickets 
"because I did not want to be in the 
ticket broke.rage business." 
In the last few years; Green 
said, he got 700 to 800 requests 
from constituents for his tickets. 
"It reached the point that I was 
making some people · mad by not 
· getting tickets for them." 
Green said he seldom used his 
free UK tickets. 
Now Green said he is glad to . 
tell people he doesn't have UK 
tickets. 
"I'm a rabid fan but · I now 
watch them on TV like most every-
body else." 
. Rep. Lonnie Napier, R-Lancas-
ter, gave a· similar reason. 
"A lot of people expect you .to 
give 'em to them," he said. "I didn't 
want to hurt my friends' feelings. 
I've got a lot of friends." 
He said there's no way all the 
people in his five counties who 
want UK tickets could get them. 
"Since they couldn't get tickets, I 
didn't feel good about getting them 
either." 
Rep. Paul Clark, D-Louisville, 
cited UK's policy change as his 
reason. '-'If they felt uncomfortable· 
about it, then I feel just as uncom-
. fortable," said Clark, a U of L fan 
who sported a Cardinal-red blazer 
yesterday. 
"If we're going to be clean, let's 
be clean." 
Sen. Gex Williams III, R-Vero-
na, threw himself out of the discus-
sion. "Let's let it pass," he said 
with a smile. 
Senate Majority Caucus Chair-
man Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowling 
Green, said the tickets "seem to be 
more a problem than they are· 
worth" because so many constitu-
ents clamor for them. 
Besides, the veteran doctor 
said, "They are kind of expensive." 
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l{SU to push for ,_black 
histo · · · ·_certter-...... .... rf. 
. ASsOCIATED PRESS 
' :, LOIBSVIllE . ~ Kentucky State 
University will launch a fund-raising 
campaign to establish a center . to help 
historians fill in the gaps that prevent a 
·complete picture of black history in the 
state. · 
. Uie schqol ' is bringing in many 
entertainment and sports figures for the 
. weekend, including actor and singer 
· Robert Guillaume, who will be honorary 
chairman and _will give a concert March 
26. : : '; ' . ;i' ,: . ; .. 
· : The event, which will include golf 
and tennis tournaments, also is expected 
' to draw. sµch sports figures· as fonner 
. Ciricinpati Reds star Joe ¥organ arid 
former Baltimore Colts standout Lenny 
··Lyles, who is now a Louisville business-
: ~ ::{:·:.·,.. . . . . \ 
. , · Leonard Herring, a ierinis touma-
. nient producer and publicist from Cali-
' fomia who is helping KSU plan the 
, weekend, said he expects i~ to raise 
, about $250,000 for the center. 
\ .. · . ;,;·•, ' .· 
"It won't be a museum," KSU Presi-
LEx1NGTON HERALO-L.EAOER. LExiNGTON .. KY. ■ THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1994 dent Mary S_mith said. . . ___ • _ 
The Center of Excellence for the Co · t t k . t · lJK 
Study of Kentucky African Americans at S O par a 
KSU's Frankfort campus will house doc- ' • 
um~ts ~d exhibi~. But it will do more, to mo~e· than triple· SinJth said It will be a place· where .I., · 
scholars can tell people about the culture 
3!1~- contribu?_·on~ of K~tu~ky's bl~ck mtder .ft.. .. e :t11ear plan 
ettizens, and 1t will proVIde information .lJ. VI • J , 
and analysis that can be used in develop-
BY DomE BEAN ing public policy. ' . 
KSU, a · historically black school, HERALD-LEADER EouCATioN WRITER 
expects to have enough money to start ' The cost of hunting down a parking place mi the 
construction on the $5 million center University of Kentucky campus is going up. 
within three years. · · UK officials have approved a plan that would more 
· . Smith knows from her own academic than triple the cost of parking permits for students, 
career in teaching education. how many faculty and staff in the next five years. 
gaps exist. in the history of blacks. The extra revenue, more than $3.2 million a year by 
Information about black cultural and 1998-99, will be poured back into parking and transpor-
hi~torical figures often was lacking, she talion improvements such as a new 1,000-space parking 
said ... . garage, paving for lots and more shuttle buses, said Don 
For example, to learn about Lows- Thornton, director of the parking and transportation 
ville's blacks of the 1840s, a historian service. 
had to persuade ruf elderly man to let 
him see . 150-year-old documents that . 
were stored in a box under the man's 
bed. . 
To discover what life was like for 
black Kentuckians during the Civil War, 
a history student mustgo to the records 
collet?on at the National Archives in . 
. Washington. . . . . . 
And historians who want more infor-
mation about a civil-rights movement in . 
the state in the late 1890s don't know 
where to look. 
Filling those gaps is important for 
everyone, said John Hardin, a historian 
. at Western Kentucky . University in 
Bowling Green. ·. ·: · ' · . • ' ... ; 
. "As we're moving into an age of 
cultural pluralism, it will be vital for 
· everyone to be familiar with African 
American culture," said Hardin, who has 
taught at KSU and has written a history 
of the university. · · : , : · 
·· The university's fund-raising cam: .-
paign will start in earnest with its first 
Celebrity and VIP Weekend on March 
25-27 in Louisville. . . . 
Permits · for· residential · and 
commuting students, which now 
are $35 and $40 a year, would go 
up to $80 a year· July 1 then 
gradually increase to $144 a year 
by 1998-99. Students who park in 
lots near Commonwealth Stadium 
· and pay $20 will pay $40 in 1994-
95. The price will gradually in-
cr~se to $104 in 1998-99. 
For faculty and staff members, 
fees would increase from $48 and 
$72 a year to $120 on July 1 and 
would reach $216 in 1998-99. A 
cheaper permit for stadium parking 
would cost $96 a year next fall but 
would increase to $192 within five 
years. 
Dan Fulks, a UK professor and 
president of the faculty's Senate 
Council, said the increases also 
took faculty members by surprise. 
The council met yesterday to 
briefly discuss the fees, he said, 
and will meet with UK Vice Presi-
dent Joe Burch Weanesday. 
Fulks_ said it would be prema-
ture to speak for faculty, but ac-
knowledged that many are upset. 
Some faculty members say they 
can afford the.fee increases but are 
stung by losing some of their 
parking status, which has been 
referred to as a "caste system" on 
campus. 
The current parking system 
lets faculty and non-hourly employ-
ees apply for "A" permits for more 
convenient spaces, and hourly em-
ployees get ''B''. permits. Those will 
be abolished. 
Under the new system, all em-
ployees, · regardless of position, 
would have to apply for "E" per-
mits or buy cheaper pennits to 
park at Commonwealth Stadium. 
Fulks said the fees amount to a 
· regressive tax. "I can afford to pay 
more, but there · are people who 
can't," he said. 
Thornton said the plan is 
aimed at making UK's parking and 
transportation system self-support-
ing because state money no longer 
helps subsidize bus service and 
parking. Fees have not been in-
creased for more than 10 years, he 
said. . 
The plan, recommended by a 
consultant and an on-campus com-
mittee, calls for the new parking 
structure to be built within the next 
two years. 
. Three sites have .been pro-
. posed: The comer of Euclid. Ave-
nue and Linden Walk; the comer of 
Euclid and Lexington avenues; a 
lot near Kennedy B!x>k Store. 
The increases have been ap-
proved by UK President Charles T. 
· Wethington's Cabinet; which in-
cludes top UK officials. 
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University- leaders; 
.tTon_es . contin11irig 
·adversarial tradition 
BY MARK R. CHELLGREN 
AsSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - When Wal-
lace Wilkinson was governor, he 
called university presidents "cryba-
bies." 
Gov. Brereton Jones also gave 
the university presidents sitting in 
the House gallery the rhetorical 
back of his hand during his State 
of the Commonwealth speech three 
weeks ago. 
In both instances, it continued a 
tradition of gubernatorial frustra-
tion with higher education. 
Sen. Michael R. Moloney, D-
Lexington, the chairman of the 
Senate Appropriations and Reve-
nue Committee, has seen the con-
sternation grow in the governor's 
office. And he has seen the univer-
sities move beyond the executive 
branch for aid and comfort. 
"Individually and collectively, 
the university presidents not only 
have a constituency, but they have 
respectability," Moloney said. "And 
they have historically not been 
. afraid to question a governor or a 
governor's authority. And that's 
something that · most governors 
don't like to have happen._" 
The presidents are a bit more 
political when asked about their 
emotiona\ effect on governors. 
"I guess I look more at results 
than rhetoric," said University of 
Kentucky President Charles Weth-
ington. "I certainly don't take those 
kinds of things personally. You've 
got to_ take the critical along_ with 
the complimentary." 
But there is usually more at 
stake than harangue. As with most 
things in state government, it is 
· most often money. 
Jones recommended the higher 
education system receive $718 mil-
lion in state money next year, a 2 
percent increase, and $7 43 million 
the next year, a 3 percent increase. 
Those sums were less than 
recommended by the Council on 
Higher Education, which wanted 
annual increases of 3 percent and 5 
percent, respectively. 
But Jones also said the second-
year financing should be distribut-
ed based on some measure of 
performance by the universities. 
And he said there should be no 
tuition increase in the second year 
nf tho IV'>.,...: ... ,... l. .. ,l __ ,. 
"Today we are too often satig-_ 
fied with too much duplication and 
too much mediocrity,'' Jones said in · 
his speech. "There is too much 
hand wringing and too little force-
ful leadership; too much blaming, 
finger pointing and too little posi-
tive action." . 
Jones went on to accuse univer-
sity administrators of ducking 
"tough management decisions" by 
piling tuition increases on students. 
During appearances before Mo-
loney's committee and its House 
counterpart in the last two weeks, . 
university · administrators cried 
foul. 
President Donald Swain said 
universities have cut programs, 
hacked staff and reduced costs. "I 
don't know what more the Univer-
sity of Louisville can do," Swain 
said of his own school. 
Northern Kentucky University 
President Leon Boothe said later 
that his school receives less state 
support, relatively, than it did a 
decade ago . 
"You cannot say that is not 
good management," Boothe said. 
Jones said the schools have not 
done enough to heed the recom-
mendations of the Higher Educa-
tion Review Commission he created 
to cut programs and save money. 
. As has become more frequent 
in recent years, the universities 
turned to the General Assembly for 
comfort - and cash. 
In recent budgets, the legisla-
ture has added money to guberna-
torial recommendations for higher 
. education. · 
Members of Moloney's commit-
teebasically dismissed the tuition 
freeze. And they appear poised to 
sprinkle a few more dollars on the 
schools. 
Boothe said there are hazards 
in taking the case to the legislature. 
"I think the legislature taketh 
away as well as giveth," Boothe 
said. "It hasn't been a one-way 
street." · 
Notably, in 1990, a combination 
basketball arena, convention center 
and general purpose building for 
Northern Kentucky that Wilkinson 
had proposed was chopped when 
legislative leaders punished legisla-
tors from the area because they did 
not show eno_ugh support for edu-
cation reform. 
MOREHEAD. KY 40351-1689 606--783-2030 . . 
This year, after legislators 
practically decided the tuition 
freeze was dead, Jones apparently 
flip-f)opped. He didn't really mean 
that tuition should be frozen. He 
said he was "sending a message" 
that the universities needed to do 
more cutting. 
"Quite frankly, I think it's bad 
public policy to make those deci-
sions (about tuition) in the budget," 
Jones said. 
Wethington walks a thin line 
when asked about gubernatorial 
disagreements. UK would get a 
~ouple of plums in Jones' budget, 
mcluding a new engineering build-
ing, completion of a new library 
and a couple of new buildings at 
community colleges. 
"Overall: I do believe that for 
the University of Kentucky, there 
has been some. good budget atten-
tion given," Wethington said. 
Boothe also declined to em-
brace legislative largesse. at the 
expense of gubernatorial indul-
gence. 
"I'd rather use the carrot than 
the stick," Boothe said. 
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Lexington 
ranks high 
for recent 
graduates 
BY DEVONE HOLT 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
There's no place like home for 
this year's batch of University of 
Kentucky graduates. 
The current issue of the Dow 
Jones publication Managing Your 
Career ranks Lexington among the 
top 30 cities for new college gradu-
ates. · 
Louisville also made the list. 
Lexington's location and a re-
cent · economic surge are the two 
main reasons for the high ranking, 
said Bob Drakeford, director of the 
mayor's office of economic develop-
ment. 
"Lexington is a regional center 
for a lot of smaller surrounding 
cities," Drakeford said. "And ·our 
economic strength is as strong as it 
ever has been." The rankings were 
divided into three divisions of 
small, medium and large cities. 
Lexington was ranked 10th among 
medium-size cities. Madison, Wis., 
was first. 
Louisville ranked fourth among 
large cities. Salt Lake City topped 
those rankings. 
Sioux F==i 11!'-l; ~ n U1~1C! t11r1rr.,.,.,1 
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Interest in· science· classes surging at UK 
Growth in health fields putting prtl$ure on faculty, labs 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Robert Kiser has seen registra-
tion for Chemistry 115 bubbleciver 
for several years. 
But this spring semester it 
reached a critical mass - a wait-
ing list of more than. 120 students, 
· The chain reaction: Kiser, chair-
man qf the University of Kentucky 
chemistry department, had to open 
two new sections of Chemistry 115, 
which is an introductory chemlstry 
lab .. 
Demand for · natural" science 
classes is rising on campus, stimu-
lated iii part by an increase in 
students who are enrolled in or are 
trying _to enter allied health-care. 
studies, medicine or other health 
areas, UK officials say. 
As a result, some departments 
in the College of Arts and Sciences 
that teach undergraduate science 
courses are straining to keep up-:-
"Biology and chemistry are. the 
two departments· that have the 
most pressure from enrollments 
related to the increase in the medi-
cal area studies," said Arts a.nd 
Sciences Dean Richard C. Edwards. 
All students must take some 
natural science courses, which can 
include chemistry, physics, biology 
or geology. But biology and chem-
istry are required courses for stu-
dents who plan to enter health-care 
·studies and medicine. 
The increased demand is prob-
ably due to a shift in student 
interest, Edwards and others said. 
Applications to medical school, 
which had fallen off in the last 
decade, are agairi up. 
And in Allied Health, enroll-· 
ments in programs such as physi-
cian's assistant have exploded 
within the last several years, said 
Dr. Peter Berres of the UK Chan-
dler Medical (.enter. 
This school year, about 270 
people applied for· 4S positions in 
the physician's assistant program, 
and next year the number is ex-
pected to be about the same, 
Berres and others say the in-
creasing number of students apply-
ing for spots is, in part, a reaction 
to the job market, because health 
care is one of the fields expected to 
grow and offer more opportunities. 
Pressure of biology 
As the number of undergradu-
ate students wanting to get into 
science courses has mounted, the 
pressures have been particularly 
acute in the biology department, 
which also has added more labora-
tory 'sections, Edwards said. · 
The department has 29 faculty 
members to teach and advise 800 · 
biology majors in addition to teach-
ing students in other majors. 
"We normally would have liked 
to have added faculty, given the 
enrollments in some of these ar-
eas," Edwards said. · 
But budget cuts of two years 
ago have left the College of Arts 
and Sciences with 25 fewer faculty 
members. 
~Th~i:mdget cuts hurt us bad-
ly. We have seen some partial 
restoration but we have not been 
able to recover fully, especially in 
areas like chemistry, biology and . 
physics," Edwards said. · 
The college is also under pres-
sure to have more full'time profes-
sors teaching basic. studies courses, 
particularly in the sciences. 
. That is having its ciwn reaction: · 
To get faculty for the_ lower-divi-
sion courses, upper-division and 
graduate courses have been raided. 
To compensate, upper-division 
class sizes have increased and spe-
cial teachers and part-time instruc-
tors, ont:e hired • to teach basic 
courses, are now teaching upper-
level students. ' 
Limited labs 
Increasing enrollments and 
budget restraints also hinder the 
ability to provide lab instruction 
along with lectures in chemistry 
and biology. 
Although lecture classes often 
are expanded to fill large lecture 
halls, the s~ of laboratory sections 
inust be limited. 
In chemistry, lab sections typi-
cally have 24 students, Kiser said, 
and the larger chemistry labs can 
hold a maximum of 48 students at 
one time. . 
With the addition of two chem, 
istry lab sections this semester, the 
practical limits for adding labs has 
been reached, Kiser said, unless 
they are added on other days of the 
week or at night. 
"What we are seeing is that our 
labs are being used more intensive-
ly in terms of the times being 
spread out over more hours and 
throughout the week,". Edwards 
said. 
"This doesn't give us as much 
opportunity to keep labs main-
tained and make sure experiments 
are set up ·properly and we have 
the right equipment." 
Having enough lab spaces to 
fill the demand is important . to 
undergraduate students, both in 
health-care studies and in other 
scientific fields. 
For example, UK freshman Ju-
lie Thomas, who is taking one of 
the added chemistry . lab sections, 
wants to get into medical school. 
She needed the hands-on expe-
rience from Chemistry 115 before 
she takes the entrance exams ·for 
the medical program. 
· "It is recommended for pre-med 
students, and I wanted to go ahead 
and do it this semester." . 
Keith Wilson, another UK 
freshman in the same lab section, is 
Science explosion __ 
· UK's chemistry and biology 
departments are straining to 
keep up with the boom in' 
health-care studies. 
Enrollment in College 
of Allied Health 
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ENRIQUE RODRIGUEZ/HERAL[).LEADER 
majoring in chemical· engineering. 
"Everything I'm in builds off of 
something else,'' Wilson said. Fail-
ing to take the chemistry lab this 
· semester might mean he wouldn't 
be able to take other critical chem-
istry courses in future semesters. 
Edwards said UK will probably 
have to continue adding lab sec-
tions semester by semester.· 
· "We will make available as 
many slots next year as we did this 
year and try to adjust with what 
seems to be the increase in de-
mand." 
That might mean shifting re-
sources from somewhere else to 
provide more faculty members, lab 
supervisors and graduate assis-
tants. 
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UK official named finalist University of 
Kentucky's Chancellor, Robert Hemenway, was 
named one of the three finalists yesterday for the 
Ohio University presidency. Hemenway has sur-
vived the cut of more than 100 candidates and 
nominees, but if he is not selected it would not be 
the first time. During the last four years Hemen-
way has applied unsuccessfully for three univer-
sity presidencies. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1994 . 
Paducah-engineering school: ·Redundant 
or needed? 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
Last fall Gov .. Brereton Jones called on 
the state's higher-education leaders to 
cut programs that were duplicated at 
schools and focus scarce state money. on 
improving their most import~! cour~es. 
He urged the Higher Education Review 
Commission to resist requ~sts to expand 
university programs, ''We have become 
the victim of being too eager to please 
with a shallow revenue base,'' be said. 
Then last month; fuifiliiitg a campaign -
1 pledge . to. Paducah community leadei:5; 
J.ones proposed using as much as $6 mil-
lion· in state money to start a four-year 
. eµgineeririg program at Pad1:1cah Com-
munity College. · · 
Legislators and educators said, Jone~• 
11lans for the la.ducah Polyteciul!~-~l!: ~ 
· tute contradict bis marching orders to 
• higher- educati~n just four 1;11~ntps earli-
er, and legislative_ leaders swd its chances 
of passage are shm. 
"One would wonder if the executive 
branch bas read its charge" to higher 
education, said Ronald Kurth, president 
of Murray State Uni~ersity. . 
In an interview this week, Jones swd 
there was no contradiction. · · 
''What I was referring to (last fall) was 
expariding offerings that were available 
elsewhere," Jones said. 
·~Although the University of Louisville ·. 
and the University of Kentucky offer un- _ 
dergraduate engineering degrees, there is 
no similar program in Western Kentucky, 
Jones said. · . .. 
. "To say we don't have adequate eng1- . 
neering educatio": in Western. Kentucky 
and we're not gomg to have 1t because 
we need to resist expansion would be to-
tally. illogical,'' Jones said. 
Harry Ruth, chairman of the 
Greater Paducah Economic Devel-
opment Council, said. the idea of a 
local engineering · progrwn dates 
back at least four years, when Padu-
cah began seeking a new, high-tech-
. nology investment from the federal 
government at- its Uranium_ Enrich-
ment Plant. 
Its weakness in competing· with 
other sites was the absence of engi-
neering .education in Paducah, Ruth 
said: Other industries in the region · 
also say they need nearby training 
for engineers, he said. 
Paducah community leaders bes 
gantalking with Jones about the en-
gineering program during his cam-
paign for governor, Ruth said. And 
Paducah Sun publisher Fred Paxton 
solidified Jones's support for the 
idea in meetings later on, Ruth said. 
Jones said he made a commit-
ment to ·Paducah's leaders during 
his campaign· to help meet their 
needs for engineering education. · 
"It. w_as never a specific commit-
ment of dollars or buildings or any-
thing of that nature," Jones said. "It 
was, 'Let's find a way to ,try to get 
more engineering education avail-
able for Western Kentucky.' 
"This was an effort to try to be 
fair to Western Kentucky." 
While there is now a surplus of 
engineers in Western Kentucky and 
nationally, Bill O'Brien, manager of 
the B. F. Goodrich Co. complex at 
Calvert City, said expected' retire-
ments in the next five to 10 years 
will increase the demand for engi-
neers in Western Kentucky. O'Brien 
said he has had difficulty in the past 
attracting engineers to jobs at his 
plant in largely rural Western Ken-
tucky. 
Jones' proposal would help train 
young people already in th_e region 
to become engineers and provide 
continuing education for engineers 
already on the job, O'Brien said. 
Len O'Hara, president of Paducah 
Community College, said his faculty 
would continue to teach the courses 
engineering· students heed in their 
first two. years of school. Faculty 
from UK would ·teach about one-
third of the upper-level courses via 
television, and the rest of the junior- · 
and senior-year co11rses would be 
taught in person. 
O'Hara believes the program ulti-
mately would graduate 50 chemical 
and mechanical 'engineers a year. 
Kurth agreed that there is a need 
for engineering ·programs in West-
ern Kentucky, But he believes Mur-
ray could develop the same pro-
grams at a fraction of Paducah's 
cost. · · 
Murray riow offers four-year de-
grees, in engineering technology and 
engineering physics but is prohibit-
ed by the Council of Higher Educa-
tion from offering a full engineering 
degree, which requires more ad-
vanced mathematics. Only UK and 
U of L can offer undergraduate and 
graduate· engineering degrees. 
:rwo years ago, Murray completed 
a ·$12 million Industry and Technol-
ogy Building, Kurth said. It could 
provide the full engineering degrees 
sought by Paducah for $2.5 million 
in capital to upgrade laboratories 
and about $1 million a year in oper-
ating costs, Kurth said. That's about 
'a third of what Jones wants to 
spend in Paducah, perhaps 45 min-
utes away. 
His school.has begun discussing a 
coordinated: progrwn with the Uni-
versity of Louisville, Kurth said. 
And be believes Murray, "cooperat-
ing with U of L, can meet the need 
for engineers in Western Kentucky. 
Since legislators began criticizing 
Jones' proposal Tuesday, Kurth and 
O'Hara have• begun talking about 
coordinating their efforts. 
"I have always argued that the 
people of Western Kentucky should 
take their eyes off their municipal 
boot tops and look at the regional 
horizon," Kurth said. · 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, February 13, 1994 
Colleges silllpljfy _ ~dµt!s~.i~~s _process 
By JoN MARCUS 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NATICK, Mass. - David 
Provost applied to and was 
accepted by Bard College in 
less time than it takes to 
play a double-header: · 
Bard's "immediate deci-
sion" program is one of the 
many ways colleges and uni-
versities are streamlining 
the · admissions process in 
the increasingly competitive 
world of college recruitment. 
Many schools are giving 
students a decision -earlier. 
Others are accepting applica-
tions by computer, or giving 
instant estimates of financial 
aid.· 
"There's been a radical 
shift in thinking,,, said 
Bruce Poch, director of ad-
missions at Pomona College 
in Claremont, Calif., whose . 
students can apply via com-
puter disk. "There is a sense 
of students as consumers." 
Most private colleges and 
universities have application 
deadlines in January, and 
make their decisions by mid-
April. Nearly half of all col-. 
leges and universities offer 
early action pro_grams. 
which allow students to 
apply in November and 
lear'n by mid-December 
whether they're admitted, ac-
cording to the National As: 
sociation of College Admis-
sion Counselors. . 
Bard, located in An-· 
nandale-on-Hudson, -N.Y., 
.and -some other colleges and 
. universities even offer ·same-
day notification. , . . · . . 
"It's a good feeling to . 
know I'm in at least some-· 
where," said Provost, 17, 
who applied to a visiting · 
Bard College .admissions 
counselor on a Friday morn-
ing and heard back that af. 
ternoon. · "That whole sense 
of worry is gone." 
Roanoke College in Salem, 
Va., has seen the number of 
early decision applicants in-
crease from 11 to 104 in four 
years, said Michael C. 
Maxey, vice president of ad-
missions. . ·· 
"As .the competition level 
for top . students increases, 
and colleges try harder to 
'do it better and do it first,' 
students learn that they can 
push for .early response," 
said Linda Glover, dean of 
admissions at Stetson Uni-
versity in DeLand, Fla. 
Hiram College in Hiram, 
Ohio, even . provides paten-
. tial applicants with instant 
estimates of financial aid. 
_ ,"It's ·a buyer's market," 
· said Tim Bryan, college 
spokesman. 
Filling out the forms is 
also getting simpler. 
A new service from the 
College Board, the nonprofit 
organization that adminis-
ters the Scholastic Aptitude 
Test, offers high school stu-
dents a free program that 
lets them keep computerized 
portfolios detailing academic 
and extracurricular activi-
ties. 
"Apply to college without 
lifting a pencil," is the motto 
of the program, called · 
ExPAN. 
Colleges are inceasingly 
using a common application 
form produced by the Na-
tional Association of Second-
ary School Principals, which 
reduces the amount of dupli-
cation required of both stu-
dents and their guidance 
counselors. 
The admissions applica-
tiop. for the Georgia Institute 
of Technology is available on 
its GTNet computer network 
to anyone with a personal 
computer and a modem. 
Bates College in Lewiston, 
Maine, is experimenting 
with putting its admissions 
application on the Internet. 
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■ FOOTBALL 
U ofLcoach 
lobbies . for 
money for 
new stadium. 
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU 
FRANKFORT - University of 
Louisville football coach Howard 
Schnellenberger took over as quar. 
terback yesterday for a quick pass 
to legislators . 
After they honored the Cardi-
nals for winning the Liberty Bowl, 
Schnellenberger asked for help in 
building a $60 million football sta-
dium. 
"Cinderella comes to the ball 
one time," he told senators. "She 
hasn't been to the state of Ken-
tucky in football yet We want to 
give her the opportunity to come to 
our stadium one time." 
Sen. Susan Johns, D-Louisville, 
responded, "Build it and they will 
come." 
Schnellenberger made a similar 
request in the House. 
"Help us if you can," he said, 
concluding a five-minute pep talk. 
House Speaker Joe Clarke didn't 
know the coach planned to make a 
speech, . let alone lobby for the 
stadium. Clarke, D-Danville, said 
he wished Schnellenberger hadn't 
made the pitch but didn't think it 
violated any rules. 
State agencies, such as univer-
sities, don't have to register em-
ployees as lobbyists unless they 
push legislation as part of their 
full-time jobs. No universities have 
registered lobbyists, according to 
the Legislative Ethics Commission. 
Gov. Brereton Jones' budget 
proposal includes $7 million for the 
new stadium. Most of the project 
will come from private contribu-
tions. 
MSU ARCHIVES ,,,J_ 
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Having gun at school could become felony 
BY LUCY MAY 
HERAL.D-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - Students and 
adults who carry weapons on 
school property would face felony 
charges under a bill that won 
initial approval yesterday.from the 
House Education Committee. 
Currently, students and adults 
can face criminal charges for con-
cealing a weapon or using a weap-
on to threaten -someone but not 
simply for having one. 
The bill as written does not 
apply to colleges or universities. Its 
sponsor, Rep. Steve Riggs, D-Louis-
ville, was worried it would be 
unconstitutional to outlaw guns on 
certain parts of campuses, such as 
married student housing, he said. 
. But Rep. Harry Moberly, D-
Richmond, said Kentucky's col-
leges and universities already pro-
_hibit guns on their campuses, and 
applying Riggs' bill to higher edu-
cation would not 
be unconstitu-
tional. 
Rep. Joseph 
Barrows, D-Ver-
sailles, suggested 
amending the bill 
later to add a sec-
tion on higher 
-'----"-"--'""1 education. Law-
Riggs makers would 
amend the bill to 
keep it alive even if the part on 
colleges and universities is de-
clared unconstitutional, he said. 
Committee members agreed to 
that and approved the measure 
without opposition. 
Teacher recruitment 
· In other action, the committee 
approved a bill sponsored by Sen. 
,Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, to combine 
two state scholarship programs. 
The programs encourage bright 
high school graduates to become 
teachers and encourage teachers to 
get training in areas where there is 
a shortage of teachers, such as 
special education. 
Scholarship recipients can bor-
row up to $5,000 a year for four . 
years, said Paul Borden, head of 
the Higher Education Assistance 
Authority. 
If the recipients become teach-
ers in public schools or private 
schools certified by the state, the 
loans can be forgiven. In shortage 
areas, applicants can have up to 
$20,000 in loans forgiven by teach-
ing for two years, he said. In other 
areas, it takes four years of teach-
ing to clear four years of loans. 
Barrows said forgiving loans 
for people who teach in private 
schools is unconstitutional. He sug-
gested an amendment to forgive 
only the loans to public school 
teachers. When that was defeated, 
he suggested forgiving the loans 
for recipients who teach in any 
private school - not certified 
schools. That was also defeated. 
Ungraded primaries 
The committee also approved a 
bill sponsored by Moberly to clear 
up misunderstandings about the 
ungraded primary program created 
by education reform. The program 
mixes pupils of different ages and 
abilities before the fourth grade. 
Some schools have complained 
that mixing pupils creates prob-
lems when the youngest children 
attend school only half a day or 
can't read. 
Moberly's bill clarifies that 
schools don't have to mix kinder-
garten-age children with the older 
pupils all the time. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1994 
UK, U of L presidents at forum 
The Louisville chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists 
is sponsoring a forum tomorrow at which University of Kentucky 
President Charles Wethington and University of Louisville Presi-
dent Donald Swain will discuss the needs of higher education in 
the state. 
The program will be held at 7 p.m. in the Fiscal Court chambers 
of the Jefferson County Courthouse, Sixth and Jefferson streets. 
It's free and open to the public. 
A panel of journalists will question Swaln and Wethington. 
Those- attending the forum also may ask question~. · 
i.. 
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Bill would leave UK only state school 
~ithout governing bo_ard staff member 
By RICHARD WILSON 
and MARK SCHAVER 
Sfaff Writers 
. All such boards have faculty and 
student representation. · 
Anna Bolling, chairwoman of 
Staff Council for UK's Lexington 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Univer- campus, said she thinks most UK 
sity: of Kentucky would be the staffers would prefer to be included 
state's only public university with- in the bill. 1'1 don't know the ration-
ODt a staff member on its governing ale for not including us. I would 
beard under a bill that moved a step want to hear that before raising a 
.closer to becoming law yesterday. lot of ruckus," she said. 
: . fiouse Bill 154, which passed the The Senate also passed Senate 
Siiriate 35-0, would add one non- Bill 174, which would allow accoun-
teaching staff member to the boards tants whose close relatives work for 
at every school except the Universi- school districts to be eligible to au-
iy of Louisville, which has had staff dit those districts. 
representation for several years, Democratic Sen. Kim Nelson, a 
and .UK. Rep. Freed Curd, the spon- Madisonville accountant who has 
sor, -said he deleted UK froin his bill said he no longer practices public 
because its board was already larg- accounting, has indicated that the 
er than all the other schools' except integrity of school audits would be 
U otL's. protected by following professional 
. ,Curd, D-Murray, said UK Presi- and state Board of Accountancy 
dent- Charles Wethington later re- standards. 
quested the deletion. "I ran into him The bill, passed 35-0 and sent to 
a\ a ballgame one night and he said, the House, also bans employees 
'It"s not a big deal to me, but'! got · with decision-making authority over 
so many (board members), I'd rath- school-financial matters from hav-
er not_ have it. I've got no opposi- ing any direct or indirect financial 
!ion, just numbers, you know.' But interest in supplying goods or serv-
l'q. already taken them out," Curd ices to schools or school districts. 
srud. Fire departments that do not have 
The bill passed the House earlier . taxing authority - those not affili. 
thismonth .. But.itnowreturnsthere ated with aJocal government or a 
f6r consideration of a Senate district - would have rules set for 
amendment that would prohibit top- them under HB 4, passed 35-0 .. Un• 
level administrators - such as the der tlie bill, returned to the ·House 
president, vice presidents, academic for consideration of Senate amend-
deans ·or department heads - from ments, the departments would set 
fillji1g the staff seats on governing boundaries for their services, and 
boards. various procedural changes would 
help them get financiai assistance. 
The bill also would let the depart-
ments charge membership fees and 
collect a fee for fighting fires on 
non-members' property. 
Also sent to the House was 
SB 131, which requires local school 
superintendents to annually report 
minority-teacher recruitment efforts 
to the state Department of Educa-
tion. 
House action 
A bill that would give the insur-
ance commissioner more discretion 
to set rates for workers' compensa-
tion insurance won House approval. 
Supporters said HB 427 would 
help control workers' compensation 
costs because the commissioner 
now must either accept or reject the 
entire rate-increase request. They 
said there would be fewer hearings 
and legal battles over rates if the 
bill passed. 
The bill also includes a provision 
to allow the commissioner to im-
pose penalties on someone who 
willfully violates a subpoena by the 
commissioner. 
"There's been abhorrent over-
sight in this state by the insurance 
commissioner," said Rep. Mike 
Bowling, D-Middlesboro. 
A bill to bring the state Depart-
ment of Insurance in line with the 
standards of the National Associ-
ation of Insurance Commissioners 
also passed. The vote on HB 426 
was 71-11. 
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BIii adds seat 
to university boards 
■ A bill that the Kentucky 
Senate passed yesterday would cre-
ate a seat on the six regional uni-
versities' boards of regents for non-
teaching staff members. 
The vote was 35-0 on the bill 
by Rep. Freed Curd of Murray, 
chairman of the House Education 
Committee. 
The Senate attached an ameni;l-
ment to disqualify top managers 
- president, vice presidents, aca-
demic deans and department chair-
men. The House would have to act 
on the amendment. 
Excluded from the bill are the 
University of Louisville, which al-
ready has a trustee elected by staff 
members, and the University of 
Kentucky. Teaching faculties are 
represented at all the universities. 
Other bills passed by the Sen-
ate would require rural volunteer 
fire departments to be incorporat-
ed, school superintendents to make 
annual reports on minority recruit-
ment efforts and future state prop-
erty leases to contain an option to 
purchase. 
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Does Ashland need 
a 4-year college? 
By SUSAN WARREN· 
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU 
FRANKFORT - S.tate 
· Rep. Don. Farley ·has 
launched an effort to study 
the·:need for a".four,year. col-
lege ii:1 Ashland. 
Farley, R-Ashland, filed a 
concurrent resolution Mon-
day directing, the. Legisla-
tive Research .,Commission 
to· create. a "special . task 
force to study the feasibility 
of such an institution, 
In addition· to creating · 
jobs, a college would "show 
potential employers . that 
they can have well-educated 
employees," Farley said. 
When told about the pro-
posal, Rep. Harry Moberly, 
who chairs the House bud-
get review subcommittee on 
education, said:· "I don't 
think that's going to hap-
pen."•_ · 
. Moberly; a Richmond 
Democrat, expressed sur-
prise at the proposal. He 
said he does not think Ken-
tucky needs · another four- . 
year college. It currently 
_hl_ls _ eight public universi- . 
ties. ------
But Senate Minority Whip 
·Charlie Borders said he 
, thought a study could be justi-. 
fled. 
''We need to be sure what-
ever we do is in the best inter-
est of the taxpayers," said Bor-
ders, R-Russell. He said a 
study would show if the Ash-
land area's needs were being 
met by Morehead State Uni-
versity and Marshall Uni-
versity. , · 
The Ashland Board of City 
Commissioners approved a 
siinilar resolution last year, 
Farley said. 
Asked if he thought a new 
college could be justified on a 
fiscal basis, Farley said, 
"Why, sure." 
, The resolution, which would 
have to be approved by both 
the House and Senate, noted 
that .Ashland Community Col-
lege currently has more than 
3,000 students. 
The resolution specifies that 
the task force include repre-
sentatives from the University 
of Kentucky, MSU, the Coun-
cil on Higher Education, the 
Chamber of Commerce of 
Boyd and Greenup Counties, 
the city commission and Boyd 
Fiscal Court. A labor represen-
tative and four legislators also 
would be included. 
The resolution would have 
to be submitted to the LRC by , 
Oct. 1, 1995. 
The study's estimated cost 
was $20,000. 
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Minority aid policy reversed 
Scholarships to correct discrimination 
By CAROLE FELDMAN 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON - Reversing 
Bush administration policy, 
the Education Department will 
allow colleges and universities 
to target scholarships to mi-
norities to remedy past dis-
crimination or diversify the 
student body. 
People familiar with the de-
partment's policy decision said 
it was based an a finding that 
the race-based scholarships do 
not violate federal law. 
Riley expressed his support 
for the scholarships soon after 
taking office last year. But he 
agreed to delay any policy 
changes pending completion of 
a General Accounting Office 
review of the scholarships. 
Education Department 
spokeswoman Kathryn Kahler 
declined comment on the de-
partment's decision. A formal 
announcement was expected 
later this week. · 
port would only strengthen his 
hand in lawsuits challenging 
the scholarships. 
The GAO reported last 
month that 4 percent of under-
graduate scholarship dollars -
and 5 percent of actual scholar-
ships - are awarded on the 
basis of race. 
The proportion was 3 percent 
of . scholarship dollars and 5 
percent of scholarships at grad-
uate schools, and 10 percent of 
scholarship dollars and 14. per-
cent of all scholarships at pro-
fessional schools. 
cial or ethnic minority stu-
dents." 
The new Education De-
partment policy allows schools 
to rely on informal findings of 
discrimination to justify the 
scholarships. 
In the case of those awards 
made to promate diversity, 
schools will have the burden of 
showing that they considered 
less burdensome alternatives. ' 
Colleges and universities 
would be required to review 
periodically their use of minor-
ity scholarships to determine if 
they are achieving those goals 
and if they are still necessary. 
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The future cif race-based 
scholarships had been in limbo 
since 1990, when the Bush ad-
ministration proposed that 
they be banned. 
Opponents contend that race-
based scholarships vialate fed-
eral civil rights law and dis-
criminate against white stu-
dents by shrinking the amount 
of aid available to them. Rich-
ard Samp, chief counsel of the 
conservative Washington Legal 
Foundation, said the GAO re-
The GAO said most of the 
scholarships were awarded on 
the basis of financial need and 
merit, and school officials con-
sidered them "valuable tools 
for recruiting and retaining ra-
Several lawsuits have con-
tended that race-based scholar-
ships violate the anti-
discrimination provisions of 
the 1964 Civil Rights Act and 
shrink scholarship dollars 
available for white students. 
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H~UI\, __ engineering8 ge~s-~;~ 
'wotJd:ciass'_ aid, JJ.< Qf L 
fears, it'll be 2nd\class x 
-,, - . ,;-'_f\. " ·-. i\ 
ay.'rucic McDONOUGH · . With the .,6j,';;iber's help, Swahi has initi- . 
Staff Writer · ated a letter-writing campaign, encouraging ; 
legislators-to reject tlie governor's proposal, 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - When legislators get and instea<I · give the two schools equal 
cornered by University of Louisville Presi- treatment. Louisville Mayor Jeny Aliram-
dent Donald ·Swain these days; they might son also is concerned that the Speed School 
· expect to hear a pitch for a football stadium is being slight~ apd he has agreed to write 
or a medical-research building. the governor and key legislators, said Mary_ 
But Swain has another item on his agen- Russell, a spokeswoman for the mayor. 
da: trying to derail Gov. Brereton Jones' "I'm not doint{ this in a soli~- way," 
long-range plan to elevate the University of Swain said in an mterview:,"There ts a vecy 
Kentucky's engineering school to ''world-· strong thrust co~ _flllm Lo~e. this. 
class" status. · metropolitan area, this part of the state, that 
· Specifically, Swain is against a proposal we should not take the.first- step" toward 
to give an extra $500,000 a year to UK's elevating UK's enginjering, ~ool above 
College of Engineering while giving nothing U of L's. '· 
extra to its counterpart at U of L, the Speed The chairmen of the House and Senate 
Scientific School. budget committees, Rep. Marshall Long and 
R!lP, Steve Riggs_ of Louisville said he got Sen. Mike Moloney, said they've been lob-
that message from Swain recently when he bied on the issue. Neither would take a po-
bumped into him in a restaurant. . . · . sition or predict the 
-"Dr. Swain seems to be worried.that this ■-Who ahou·ld run outcome. · 
is just the first step to phasing out the an. engineering ·. ,-· '.Tve gotten some. 
Speed School," said Riggs, a Democrat. · school In Western;· letters from the 
According to Jones' ·proposed state budg- Kentucky? B.&,·. ' . business community. 
et, the extnf $500,000 a year would put · · in Louisville saying 
UK's engineering school on a path to ~ you ought not do that (give.extra money to 
coming one of the nation's best. . · UK) unless you give U of L the same," said 
UK President Charles Wethington said Moloney, D-Lexingtoli. . 
last week that he will do evecything he can Long, D-Shelbyville, sounded sympathet-
to keep the appropriation in the budget ic toward. u of L "I don't think we've got 
"I think there has been at least some un- the money for a world-class engineering 
derstanding ~n .colleges and universi;_ school, and until we do, we need to help 
ties that we advocate for our own programs; both schools as much as we can." 
we do not advocate against another. school's A state taskfon:e impaneled by Jones last· 
p~grams. I h'!JMl it does not~me a_~- year and chamed with streamlining higher 
atto~ where ei~e~ one of us JS a~ education reco~ended that UK's engi-
agaillst approp1111_ttons for the othe_r. . . neering school be upgraded to rate among 
In a letter Swam sent to about 50 Lows-. the nation's best: Swain, who was a mem-
ville-area busine5!1 leaders, he said Jones' ber of the task force, disagreed. 
plan would CODSJgll the Speed School to Swain said the proposal to boost UK was 
second-<:lass status. not based on any serious study; it would be 
"If this scenario is allowed. to unfold, it costly and take years to implement; and 
would· be a disastrous bl~w to Jefferson there's a way to reach the same goal that 
County's economic development strategy, in would be faster and less expensjve. 
which Speed School plays a central role, "We should build on the considerable 
and to U of L," Swain wrote. . strengths of both schools," he said. 
The Louisville Area Chamber of Com- Jones has not changed his mind about the 
men:e agrees with Swain, said its chairman, need to · develop a top-level engineering 
I.any Leatherman. school at UK, S81d Kevin Hable, secretary of 
''The Speed School is a vecy,valuable re- the governor's Cabinet. And Jones has not 
source. I would hate to see any signal com- proposed giving less money to _the Speed 
ing from the governor that it's going to be School than it has received in previous 
diminished in any way, vis-a-vis UK," he years, Hable said. 
said. . Louisville· Democrat Gerald Neal, vice 
Further, Leatherman said, most of the chairman of the Senate budget committee, 
state's manufacturing businesses are in the said the governor's plan is shortsighted. 
Louisville area and a top engineering school "We shouldn't take steps to enhance one 
needs to be nearby. school at the diminution of the other." 
( 
~rd engineering school? UK says it should run it 
fsociated Press Council on Higher Education Feb. 
28 in Lexington. 
~PADUCAH, Ky. - The University "If the industrial base in Western 
f Kentucky is the proper institution Kentucky decides there needs to be 
~ provide an engineering program an engineering program there ..• 
t . far Western Kentucky, the and if the legislature decides it 
i;l10ol's engineering dean contends. should be done, then UK is the one 
~.t\ number of Paducah leaders to do it," said Thomas Lester, dean 
{ant an engineering school in their of UK's College of Engineering. 
jly, linked to the state community ''We are the one with the statewide 
15llege there, and they have already mission." 
iugiln raising money for it. Lester said in an interview with 
".'Bl•t there's · disagreement over The Paducah Sun last week that en-
i!lll)ther the state needs a third en- gineering education in Paducah 
!leering school; UK and the Uni- would not go against an effort to 
~ity of Louisville have the two eliminate duplication of programs at 
!Histing ones. And even if there is to the state's universities. 
!l! bne in Western Kentucky, there In Indiana, for example, Indiana 
ii.; conflict over what institution University and Purdue Unfyersity 
;hould provide it. - have . established three extension 
3',furray State University contends campuses where the ·two schools 
list it is the .proper choice, and it jointly provide an engineering pro-
:ilei a link to U of L gram. Purdue supplies the technical 
/UJJiversity of Kentucky officials training and IU the other courses, 
ijg to differ with Murray, and they Lester said. 
@I: make their case before the Lester said UK, Murray State and 
• 
Paducah Community College could 
cooperate in offering an engineer-
ing program, but the degree itself 
would need to come from UK. 
"I have talked to the plant manag-
ers in Western Kentucky, and they 
want a University of Kentucky engi-
neering degree," Lester said. 
Lester said talk of establishing a 
full-scale engineering program at 
Murray State is not realistic or prac-
'tical. He also said he doubts it could 
be done for the $2 million .to $3 mil-
lion some Murray officials have sug-
gested. 
"The reputation of a program de-
rives from its graduate degrees," he 
said. "The ability to recruit industry 
to Western Kentucky is much more 
enhanced by a UK engineering 
school than a Murray engineering 
school. 
"Murray people may not like it, 
but it's a fact of life." 
Lester Said that if the UK pro-
gram is approved, he envisions hav-
ing about 10 faculty members based 
in Paducah, teaching labs and ad-
vanced design classes. Pre-engi-
neering courses would be taught by 
the community college; basic engi-
neering courses by UK faculty, us-
ing video links to transmit their lec-
tures from Lexington; and advanced 
math, science and humanities 
classes by Murray faetllty, either in 
person or through a video link. 
Lester said a UK engineering pro-
gram could give Paducah a vital ad-
vantage in luring technology-based 
industries. 
"Most job creation occurs in 
start-up companies, not established 
companies," Lester said. "Small, 
start-up companies thrive when you 
have_ a _large engineering program. 
"You're never going to have that 
in Paducah, but having a UK exten-
sion extends UK's ability to stimu-
late job creation in Western Ken-
tucky that otherwise would not be 
possible." 
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Fund-n$ing for University Pre~-begins 
BY ART JESTER 
HERALD-lEADER BooK EDITOR 
_ Twelve prominent Kentuckians 
~ -embarked on a five-year, $3 
niillicin fund-raising· effort to sup-
port the publication of books about 
K.&tucky. 
':.4-he Thomas- D: Clark Founda-
ti~ Inc. plans to' create a perma-
nent erldowment to aid the Univer-
sity Press of Kentucky. 
. The foundation is named for · 
Kentucky's historian laureate, who 
is widely regarded .as the "father'' 
of University Press. . 
Joan B. Gaines of Lexington, 
the foundation's president, said this 
week that the group thinks it 
makes sense to have a permanent 
endowment instead of raising mon-
ey to support individual books. 
' Gaines said the idea arose after 
. the success of The Kentucky Ency-
dopedia, which became a statewide 
· best seller in 1992 during tlie 
state's bicenntennial. 
Although the foundation has 
not limited its support to particular 
kinds of books, its members feel 
strongly that Kentucky books 
should be the focus, said Robert D. 
Bell of Lexington, the foundation's 
secretary/treasurer .. : 
Kenneth Cherty, director of the 
University Press, said the . press 
will continue to make all publish-
ing decisions through its edito!1a) 
board. The press will seek the 
foundation's help on appropriate 
titles that have been approved for · 
publication. 
The foundation's board in-
cludes Gaines; Bell; Clark; former 
Gov. Edward T. ''Ned" Breathitt Jr., 
chairman of the University of Ken-
tucky board of jrustees; Eli?.abeth, 
Lloyd Jones, wife of Gov. Brereton . 
Jqµes; journalists John Ed Pearce 
· and Al Sinith; ;Louisville laWYer 
Philip Ardery; poet Joy Bale Boone 
of Elkton; Owensboro mayor David 
C, Adkisson: retired management 
· consultant Theodore R. Broida of 
. Lexington; and Baylor I,andrinnJr., 
a:retired insurance executive from 
Louisville. · · · 
While. the foundation was creat-
ed expressly to assist the Universi-
ty Press, it will operate indepen-
dently. 
The University Press is a pub-
lishing consortium that was found-
ed in 1968. Its members are the 
state's eight public universities, 
five private colleges, The Filson 
Club and the Kentucky Historical 
Society. 
The press' forerunner, the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Press, was 
founded in 1943. 
Donors may send contributions 
to: The Thomas D. Clark Founda-
tion, Inc., University Press of Ken-
tucky, 663 South Limestone Street, 
Lexington, KY 40508-4008. · 
~1- MSU ARCHIVES . ....-· . 
; . .......... ~ .. ,· ,, 
MSU Clip· ~beet 
A.sampling of recent artides of interest to Morehead State University 
INSTil\JTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSllY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
•HiGH:GRADE PROFESSORS 
Public can attend classes of UK teachers honored for their methods 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERAl.D-lEADER EouCATION WRITER 
Mike Freeman uses stock port-
folios and mutual funds to teach 
advanced mathematical theories to 
engineering and graduate students. 
Professor Karl Raitz breaks 
down racial biases by explaining 
cultural differences. through geog-
raphy. 
The teaching techniques of the 
two University of Kentucky profes-
sors have won them distinguished 
teaching awards from th'e UK Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences. 
Yesterday, . their techniques 
were 01t display as their classes 
and those of several colleagues 
were opened" to all UK students; 
faculty and the general public dur-
ing the annual Arts and Sciences 
Week. 
The open classes, which contin-
ue today, drew a disappointing 
handful of visiting students and 
Kazakhstani professor Balzhan 
Suzhikova. 
Raitz would have preferred 
more visitors. "In fact, I wouldn't 
mind it if people from the commu, 
nity could just stroll through and 
sit in on stuff once in a while." 
Raitz, who uses different tech-
niques in each of his various geog-
raphy courses, says there is 11oth-
ing fancy about the method he uses 
to teach his introductory Human 
Geography class of about 60 stu-
dents. 
It's a standard lecture class 
held in a large lecture room, devoid 
of any technology but a black-
board. 
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KSU sets record in registering 
minority bone marrow donors 
Class open to public • 
. UK classes that will be open to the public today 
are: -
College Cheinlstry ll - James Holler, profes-
sor. 10-10-.50 a.m. Room 139, Chemistry-Physics 
Building;· 
' Organic Chemistry ll - Joseph Wilson, 
professor. Noon-12:50 p.m. Room 139, Chemistry-
Physics Building: 
Nuclear Chemistry - Steven Yates, profes-
sor. S-a:50 a:m. Room 111, Chemistry-Physics 
Building. 
~ory tif Jhe U.S. Since 1865 - Mark 
Summers, professor. 9-9-.50 _a.m. Room 106, 
Classroom Building. 
Human Seruality in Cross-Cultural Per-
spective ---' John Van Willigen, professor. 
Noon-12:50 p.m. Room 106, Classroom Building. 
Journeys, a Course in Modem Studies 
Curriculum - Linda Worley, professor. 11-
11:50 a.m. Room 309, Classroom Building. 
"It couldn't be simpler," said Raitz. "The idea is I 
want them to be thinking abcut the concepts rather 
than being wowed by a video or slide."' 
But the approach is integrative: He draws on 
history, economics, politics and other subjects as he 
teaches geography. 
"I love his class," said undergraduate Kevin Borne 
of Lexington. "I think it's very interesting." 
As a professor, Raitz stands out because he 
BYDomEBEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
for the program. dis~lays depth and kn~ws a great deal abcut his 
Because marrow characteristics are ge- sub1ect matter, Borne _said. 
A. statewide drive to register more minor-
ity bone marrow .donors is receiving a big 
boost at Kentucky State University this 
month. 
A record number of minority students -
192 - turned out in early February to offer 
blood samples and register as donors. 
The number was the largest showing of 
minority marrow donors at a Kentucky uni-
versity, said Marsha Berry, community rela, 
tions . consultant for the Central Kentucky • 
Blood Center. 
Buoyed by that success, the blood center 
returned yesterday to the Frankfort campus 
and signed up an additional. 75 potential 
donors by midafternoon. 
The growth in participation by blacks iti 
the marrow donor program has been "phe-
nomenal'.' this year, Berry said. 
As of Feb. 14, 396 blacks have been tested 
and added to the National Marrow Donor 
Program's donor registry. By comparison, 37 
blacks in 1992 and 209 in 1993 volunteered 
netically inherited, marrow patients hav. e thel "And he also takes time with his students:.· 
best chance of successful transplants when The other professor, Freeman. wins high grades 
they can find. a match among members of from students for taking time to explain the material. 
their own famtly. , 
But wh~n there is no family match, "He is a very good teacher," said Margie Allen. a 
IIUU:OW patients have a better ch"'1ce of graduate student in computer science from Leitchfield. 
findmg a match among people of the same "He doesn't assume we will dig it out of the books like 
racial or ethnic backgrounds, Berry said. other teachers do " 
A donor's marrow is not taken during the · 
drive, she said. Instead, several tubes of blood I As he walks around the room. Freeman !mks ior 
are taken from each volunteer for testing and students who seem to be making the same errors time 
tissue typing: The information is placed with and again. 
the national registry. ., . . ,, 
The registry is searched for donors sever- I Th!s 1s too fancy, he ;:ays as he looks over the 
al times a day. "If they find a match, the calculations of one student. It.~hould be sm,pler than 
donor checks into the hospital overnight and , that. Come see me after class. 
~-small ~?'aunt of marrow is taken from the • Freeman· also uses standard teaching methods. 
1P area. I although he divides the class into small. groups to 
Minority interest in the Central Kentucky collectively solve problems. 
donor program has been heightened by the 
plight of Aaron Speaks, an 18-year-old from 
Paris. whose aplastic anemia was diagnosed' 
in August. Berry said. 
Having students work together ••is becoming more 
and more important" in university teaching, he ~id. 
because of the educational reforms being imtiated in 
elementary and secondary schools throughout Ken-
tucky. 
Freeman also directs a MathExcel program. a 
special program for women, minority and rural 
students· who lack strong math backgrounds or need 
help with advanced math programs. 
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Local projects 
' ' 
get ARC funds 
By JIM ROBINSON 
AND KENNETH HART 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - It was Christ-
mas in February as Gov. Bre-
reton Jones made four eastern 
Kentucky stops Friday to tell 
residents in six communities 
he will recommend they get 
more than $1. 7 million in 
grants from the Appalachian 
Regional Commission for new 
projects. 
"I'm very proud of the fact 
that we are trying every day 
and in every way to find the 
mechanism by which we can 
help eastern Kentucky to 
catch up and to overcome 
some of what I believe have 
been misappropriations over 
many years in the past where 
eastern Kentucky has not got-
ten its fair share," Jones said 
during a stop in Morehead. 
During his stopover in Ash-
land, Jones said he was rec-
ommending a $375,000 grant to 
refurbish the G.B. Johnson 
Education and Economic Cen-
ter and a $400,000 grantfor the 
city of Catlettsburg to help 
fund a sewer renovation 
project. · ' 
The Johnson center grant 
would help renovate two more 
floors of the center, located in 
the former Ashland Oil Inc. 
headquarters at 14th Street 
and Winchester Ave. 
The building houses the 
Ashland Business Center, 
Morehead State University's 
Ashland Extended Campus 
and Ashland Community Col-
lege classrooms. 
Johnson, the center's na)Ile-
sake, said the _renovation will 
allow MSU to increase enroll-
ment at the center from about 
600· students to more than 800 
students by the fall semester. 
Jones. said the Catlettsburg 
grant . will allow the city to 
renovate eight pumping sta-
tions, install new equipment 
and overhaul existing equip-
ment. . · 
The city is under orders 
from the state Division of 
Water to upgrade its sewer 
system, much of which is 
more thari 30 years old. 
Part of the project, which is 
expected to cost more than $5 
million, involves separating 
the storm sewers and sanitary 
sewers. 
Before a packed circuit, 
courtroom in Sandy Hook, 
Jones recommended a $375,000 
ARC grant to help pay for a 
$1.2 million water line exten-
sion project in Elliott County. 
The 20-mile extension to the 
Sandy Hook Water District 
will add 175 new customers to 
I the 460 already on the system 
and serve the Isonville El-
ementary School, said Mattie 
Redwine, the water district's 
secretary. . 
The lines will run out Ky. 7 
to Ky. 173 and out Ky. 32 to 
the Isonville area, Redwine 
said. , 
Elliott County Judge-
Executive David Blair said the 
lines will run past a parcel of 
land 21/, miles south of Sandy 
Hook being prepared for an in-
dustrial park, which could 
lure new business to the 
chronically depressed county. 
At a stop at Morehead State 
University, Jones said he's 
recommending $250,000 in 
ARC grant money go to the 
city of Vanceburg to help pay 
for a water project. 
The money will help build a 
150,000-gallon water tank, a 
booster pump station and 20 
miles of water line extensions. 
The project will ~v+~~~ 
water service to 128 new cus-
tomers. 
Jones also recommended a 
$142,462 ARC grant to help pay 
for a $345,000 project being 
conducted by MSU to identify 
and develop historical proper-
ties in 33 eastern Kentucky 
counties. 
Michael Harford, co-director · 
of MSU's Center for Com-
munity & Economic Develop-
ment and the author of the 
ARC grant proposal, said the 
project will help boost tourism 
and preserve the region's heri-
tage. 
Jones also said he's rec-
ommending a $175,000 grant 
, for the city of Sharpsburg to 
help pay for a water project. 
"Every time I find a few 
extra dollars, I want to send it 
to eastern Kentucky because I 
believe that it's well spent in 
eastern Kentucky," Jones 
said. 
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Kentucky to seek 
$1.7 million from 
Appalachian panel 
NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BuREAU 
The state will pursue $1.7 mil-
lion in grants from the Appala-
chian Regional Commission for 
Northeastern Kentu~ projects, 
Gov. Brereton Jones announced 
yesterday. 
The grant applications, which 
have yet to be approved by the 
ARC include $12 million for water 
or s~wer systems in Catlettsburg, 
Sandy Hook, Sharpsburg and 
Vanceburg, Jones said. . 
The state also wants $142,000 
for an Appalachian cultural center 
at Morehead · State University. 
School officials said the new center 
would develop historic sites in 33 
Eastern Kentucky counties-to help 
increase tourism and economic de-
velopment. 
The state is also seeking 
$375,000 to renovate a building 
that houses an economic develop-
ment center in Ashland. 
LCXINL<ioN t-fLHALD·LEAl)[f.!, LE::XINGION, KY. U SUNDAY, 1--'EBRUAHY '.2.7, 1884 
2 upset Berea: teacher wasn't fired after complaints 
The matter has been resolved, They told me w)len I left the Hubbs said she was shocked . . 
Women who · '3Y DARLA CARTER · at least to our satisfaction," said office that day, 'You·can't call your but did not express her displeasure College pohcy regardmg sexual ha- ■ Send documents to the 
flied sexual CENTRAL KEN11JcKv BuRE,\u former President John B. Stephen- m_· other. Don't call your boyfriend.
1 
to Rifai. · :aSSJllent, then we recom?lend that, fice of Civil Rights showing t 
harassment .. BEREA _ Two former Berea son, who declined to discuss the Don't tell anybody about this . . . , That fall . Hubbs was enrolled 1'! t!11~ case, t~e seventy of t~e college had complied with its oth 
compl~lrits College students, alleging they issu~ fi¥iher. . . . ~use Y?U .~ould be .~~Id liable for , in' one of Rifai's classes and sa\d dtsctl)lmary action be mcr~sed 10 promises ... 
against were sexually harassed by the. But both WOJllen_ tht!'k R1fa1 ~1mng Rifai s naJlle. sli'e noticed a complete ch~nge m ?ever:ty up to .~nd• perhaps, mclud- . In addition, tJte college C?ndu 
Abd I Rlf I same professor, are disappointed . should hav~ lost hts Job, if for no' , ;: But the stress was too much for the way he treated her, callmg her tpg dtsmt~l. . . ed a sexual harassment semmar 
,-,· ~ a J that school officials have not dis- other r!'<l.son than to protect other ! l{/ltttt,. a_nd ,she t?ld her boyfriend "Spacey Stacey." He also gave her.. Determmed that Rtfat should be staff and faculty members ! , 
:say, -~rea ., rµ~ ~im.- . _students,.;;; - ' · I 3/!P a few a<:<Juamtances_... an unsatisfactory grade on her ,fired, Hubbs took her _ca~e to the summer and i!'clu~es infopna.~ 
_.~olleg~ di~.,.,, :Janie:Yates Routt of Cincinpatj., _ :"IJ,ehrf~ ·the ,man sho11ld · be I :: : A panel of two admmtstra~ors !'!id-term, refused to transfer a -~e~~:1 h~ 1;Ii:tioR s fi9~ce about the subiect ~ ,s1!1dent ~-
1f10t punish filed a s¢xual harassment com- , I/fir~ ~u~ he~e. we have a pat-·' 3!1d· a faculty ll_lember looked mto •credit from a previous course and , " 1 . ~ • s e e a _faculty handbooks, sai_c!~ _L_, 1~1m . , plajnt ~gainst political science pro-· terIJ. be1m; ·establtshed_ .,..,.- ,:"'o peo- .l~?,utt's complamt_ and found no rejected her request for a scholar- ~prop amt 10 Fe~rua'! 1993 al!eg- !Berea_ ne~ bureau director. 1: 
!lt!Vere!y , f~or. Abdul Rifai in 1987. Stacey I/ _pl~., ,makmg complamts, Routt,i . eVJdence of coercion or threat. to I ship recommendation. mg, the sc~ool retaltate~ agamst , Still thmking that justice 
)mough. , .1 rHubbs ?f Lezj!'gton _fil~ a similar I said. -;-- , . , · ·, ~~ f!Dploymen_t, advancement or, . Hubbs fil<;<l a complaint with _:he._r'. for filmg t~e compfaunt about /·been d.enied, Hu~bs enlisted Rou, '" .. , cmµpla,mt agamst-R1fa1 m.1991. .. 1. '. _.,,l·,: .. ,, . ''.·' aqidermc s~dmg. . : - ,
1 
the school m November 1991 Rifai. . . . help after l!!lll11mg about her 1 
, 1 • Separate jn-ho~ panels inves-:' , First ,allegation · ·, . 1• ";1 But_: ~'R,fat's physical contact:· :¢1)arging Rifai with sexual harass- I, : ~ubbs ar,gued t~t ~ifa,'s _be- 1 Hubbs wro~ to the Ber 
1 . '-'· tiW1ted the ~mplam!,s l!nd found , : Routt; a 1989 Berea graduate; v.'l~h thi~ student went _beyond the , ment, and a panel was convened. ~aVJor con~tituted d1scrunn_1atton. 1 Board of Trustees in October, ,.. 1, r~son to·:conclude Rifaihad ha',U .hacl w<irked•closely with Rifador· !i9).tnd!ID~ of appropriate ,behav- The panel found "dear and :0n the basts of sex, as dtd an ing her dissatisfaction with. 
,. ' ra~ gg!ltt and Hu)ibs,, but .n~i; , \ about two years as· a sttiaent secre-t·:, 10(' and ytolated ~e schools sexu- .. 
1 
,q:invil!cing evidence th9t Ab Rifai alleged att~1_l1Pt by ~e college to way her case was liandled, a 
· ther mQ~tp' resulted !n the Pr<?fes- !''•tary for the political science depart_. ,I a!,:lajassment pohcy, a panel re-. 
1 
;~9111:1mtted sexual harassment." keep her qmet, she satd. makin_g fi_ve demands: the imm 
sor's bemg fired. ,.-
1
,.ment ~hen she was allegedly ha- f~ s1'.'tes. . , .. :, As a result, the panel recom- ,, The Office of Civil Rights ate dtsmtssal of •Rifai; a 
-' '.'It ju_st_ ~es, '!1e ,so mad,'.:, _,.r;i.ssed Jul:/iI5, 1987. . . :,); . Ultima!elr, the_ panel reco!ll- i :111:en?oo iit November 1992 that looked into Hubbs' complaint but harassmen~ a~areness seminar; 
H~pbs_ ~t~. "I Ju.st t!;mk the whole. ,,i:,.- . Routt had gone to Rifiii's office' n!~n?¢ Rjfai be gi_v~ a letter of I Rifai be removed as head ?f the concluded the case should be a represe!'lation of tjte. Kentl!c, 
, thtng ts frightemng. ;"· ,to resign from her secretary post so' r~tmmand, emphastzmg that any i department an~ that h~ be ~ven a closed on grou_nds that the college J:iUIIJ.31' Rights c_o~ss!O!!i' es~. 
Rifai, who- denies ·harassingil,!thatshecouldtakeajo!Jjnanother·- fit,;ure ~~ment would_lead t0 1.l~tter of repnmand mcludmg a had_~de a signed "statement of hshmentof~poµcy,t!mtwqtld_ 
Roiitt and Hubbs said he is aware ,:.,department that· would give' her· more ~n~us consequences. . .statement that "any subsequent commitment'' and agreed to act 9n tqlerate·~ offenders or.·sex.·di 
the women think he should have i '! experience in her major, art. , . : · ;:: Thmkmg there was n?th!ng .~9.nviction._ fo: sexu_al ~5:lment I the recommendations of Hubbs' criminatiqn;, extensjf«j' irifofuiatl' • 
been 'fired, ·pu\ '1 don't believe the , · During ~e ~onversation, Rifai,1 e::l'l. she could _do ~nd behevmg wtll result m 1mmed1ate d1sm1ssal." panel. <J!! sex 'discriminatim.j; ~ _ -~:.'._. 
two ladies can:dictate the terms to ;,,;_allegedly. sltd his hand over her ~tfat would be fired tf he harassed .. .-, Th!l panel· also recommended Under the statement of commit- , ment and rape; ana the establis 
the college:••" •·.. . ,I buttocks and _tlie inside CJf her-leg," another_ student, R
1 
~utt ne':'
1
eraftad- ,!!)at Rifai be told to reconsider the ment the college pledged to: ment of a women's center.· ! 
·' K{ · · 1' ' ted that th · 1 pressed his pelvis against' -her, vanced her comp amt unti er -run-sh way he spoke to students Routt's husband, J · Ro 
ha :" tbeeat a~- !1°ti,. ted · de cal sedses / kissed her twice and squeezed het:i . gr;iduation. :and that the new head of the ■ Se
nd a statement to_ faculty· Routt wrote a letter Oct." 14 1 
... , ye n mv~ ~ an c _o • ; , I , . •a . h ·. and staff members reaffirrnmg that • . • · 
--,,Routt's cas~ !:>¥ the school itself,',-b~~s~ _ __ . . . . ~cond allegat on . . . _epartrnent_ reVJew t e semor. re- employee5 "shall not threaten co- appeah~g to the trustees for he! . 
· anti Hubbs' case by the school and , , Repulsed by his actions · ut · - Four years later Hubbs alleged _search semmar Hubbs was takmg. d·. . • . t . • DaVJd S Swanson Board I ' , .. ., . , · . · . • · H bbs .11 . fied erce or tscnmma e agamst any ·. • , , 1:ne·u.s. Department of Education's . ' gtipped ~Y. fear, Routt _satd,··~he . ~t she W31S haf!1SS"? afte: ~eve!- ... ,. u sti .was not satis ·student who files an internal ·ev- Trustees cha1rl!'3!1• responded wt 
·, Offic:e of Civil Ri~hts. · · . : I p~hed Rifai away but dtd not tell · opmg a friendship with Rtfat, her ~u~ she thought that the pan-, '.'flCe, including a grievance ~eg- a letter that said m part "I want 
. "The corilplamts were heard h\lll to stop. . professor. '. 1 ei's actions were not strong enough mg sexual harassment .. you to know that I and oth 
Tl!~ matter was resolved,'' Rifai' ·:, .. "! j~st ~id not have the skill.sat; :, ~er spending 11 months _i!1 a!'d that the IJ:ln~l wo~ld have . · · . members of th_e Executi_ve Coffi?11 
.S\U~ ".:-.I'm soqy the-two ladies t!J_is pomt m my college ~ to, Tliatl~nd, Hubbs went to the pohti- -r~mmended Rt~• be fired had ■ Pubhsh that statemtnt m_ all !ee spent ~onst_derable time ~evte 
are hot satisfied.'' · ' liij9w how to say no to tht~ guy,''. cal _SCtence department on July 15, · tliey been fully mformed about documents that set forth its gnev- mg the situation you outlmed. : 
'' · · · - · ·· ' · · · · · !(a}~ Routt, a 'sophomore :it the: 1~1, with photos of her trip. ,~outt'~ case., ranee proc~ure. . ... _ _ _ your letter. -,( . . j 
•'fhe college maintains it han°·l rune.,,., , , , : _ · .. '..:.J•While there Rifai "kissed·me .; .. '.'Our deliberations, judgments ■ Wnte a letter to-Hubbs ac- · ·· · · 
, died the· 'complaints. properly by 1 ''.::Routt Jen the offici\ without. , on •~e forehead, hugging Ille, so a'tid recommendations are based on knowledg_in~ that a deaq suggested / 
• taking steps ·that .included remov'. being detained by Rifai and report- . hard that he popped my neck as he,·. consideration of this cas_!! alo_ne," a that s~e hnut the number of people /\ 1 C, 1~ C 7 
ing Rifai as chairman of the politi- oo, what happened to school offi-, ran his hand up the back of my , r~port from Hubbs' panel satd. she d1S<?Jssed the alleged harass-
cal science department and diStrlb-.,, ~Is, who asked her · to write ,i" ... shirt,'' according to Hubbs' formal . , "Of course, if Ab has previous- ment wtth. 
uting ·a 
I 
statement that sexual,- WPtten statement and keep quiet complaint to the college. ly been 1·udged in violation of the 
harassment will not be tolerated. 
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Minority students less likely 
to finish college, report says 
Other findings 
II.Black enrollment in insti-
tutions of higher education 
rose 4.3 percent from 1991 to 
1992, and 26.5 percent from 
1982 to 1992. The increases 
were attributed to black 
women. In 1992, 29.7 percent 
of black male high school 
graduates were in college, a 
drop of nearly 5 percentage 
points in two years. 
■ Hispanic enrollment 
jumped 83.8 percent over 10 
years, including a 10 percent 
increase from 1991 to 1992. 
a Enrollment by Asian-
American students riearly 
doubled over the 10 years, 
including a 9.4 percent gain 
from 1991 to 1992 .. 
■ Despite a small enrollment 
increase, American Indians 
represent less than 1 percent 
of students on college cam-
puses. From 1991 to 1992, 
enrollment was up 4.4 per. 
cent. 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON - Although 
blacks and Hispanics are attending 
college in increasing numbers, they 
are less likely to stay in school and 
graduate than white students, the 
American Council on Education 
reports. 
"The evidence in this report 
indicates that post-secondary insti-
tutions have a lot of work to do in 
terms of creating environments and 
strategies that encourage students 
of color to persist until they earn a 
degree or certificate," said ACE 
President Robert Atwell. 
The council's 12th Annual Sta-
tus Report on Minorities in Higher 
Education, released today, found 
that blacks, Hispanics, Asian-
Americans and American Indians 
experienced enrollment gains from 
1991 to 1992, while the number of 
white students declined. 
"College attrition rates continue 
to be high for all students," the 
report said. But it found them most 
pronounced for blacks, Hispanics 
and American Indians. "Yet when 
differences in academic preparation 
and socioeconomic status are con-
trolled, the retention rates of stu-
dents in these groups are equal to 
those of white students." 
Among college students, the 
report found that 41 percent of 
Hispanics, 32 percent of blacks and 
30 percent of American Indians 
earn a bachelor's degree within six 
years. The graduation rates for 
Asian-Americans and whites are 63 
percent and 56 percent, respective-
ly. 
The council found that women 
of all ethnic and racial groups were 
more likely to graduate from col-
lege than men. 
The student-faculty relation-
ship is critical in a student's deci-
sion to stay in school, the report 
said. 
Other factors that are key to 
improving student retention are 
academic advising that begins. be-
fore or during the student's first 
year, small-group tutorials, a cam-
pus climate hospitable to minority 
students and adequate financial 
aid, the report said. 
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fewer black men attend college 
WASHINGTON - The percentage of young African-American 
men attending college has dropped substantially in the 1990s, ac-
cording to a new report. 
The American Council on Education study said that as a result 
of the 5-percentage-point decline between 1990 and 1992, only 30 
percent of black men who have graduated from high school are 
attending college, 
In the 1970s, the rate of black male high school graduates en-
rolling in college rose, then stayed relatively flat in the 1980s, with 
a downturn coming in the beginning of the !990s. 
"I also wanted you · to know 
ihat we are reviewing the fonIJ!ll 
procedures that have been put m 
place for dealing with sexual ha-
rassment and the steps that have 
been taken to make certain that 
everyone in the Berea campus com-
munity has a clear understanding 
of both the law and our college 
policy on these matters." 
Routt and Hubbs hope publici- . 
ty about their cases will help put 
some teeth in those words and 
ultimately lead to Rifai's firing. 
"Hopefully pressure (college of-
ficials) receive from trustees or 
wealthy businesses and people that 
donate to :the college will force the 
college to do the right thing," Routt 
said. 
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■ CAMPBELLSVILLE 
College sets enrol!ment record: Cam~-
bellsville College, a pnvate school noted for its 
rapid growth in student enrollment, set an all-
time record for spring enrollment. The college 
president, Kenneth Winters, said the school's 
spring enrollment is 1,035, an increase of more 
than 10 percent from last spring. That figure 
may increase when the bi-tenn enrollment is 
calculated. Marc Whitt, director of public rela-
tions for the college, said enrollment has in-
creased 11 to 12 percent evety semester under 
Winters' six-year reign. The school also set a 
-record fall enrollment last semester with 1,163 
students. 
